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Abstract 

A mathematical model for polymer gel dosimeters was extended to simulate the effects of 

radiation depth doses of various radiation beams on the mass of polymer formed.  The influences 

of monomer diffusion and temperature variation were investigated and predicted by the model.  

Simulation results indicate that both diffusion and temperature effects are most noticeable at the 

depth of maximum dose.  Diffusion effects are larger for steep depth-dose curves with large dose 

gradients, while temperature effects are larger for extensive depth-dose curves that deliver high 

doses of radiation to a greater depth.  Based on simulation results, involving a maximum dose of 

5 Gy, the amount of additional polymer formed due to diffusion is small, ranging from 0.1 % for 

15 MV x-ray photons to 2.6 % for Co
60

 γ-radiation.  This small amount of additional polymer 

should not cause significant problems for the accuracy of depth-dose calibration curves, 

particularly if the depth of maximum dose is avoided.  Inaccuracies caused by temperature effects 

are expected to be smaller than those caused by diffusion. 

Experimental studies were undertaken to improve the radiation dose response using x-ray 

Computed Tomography (CT).  A new polymer gel dosimeter recipe with enhanced dose response 

was achieved by using a large quantity of N-isopropyl acrylamide (NIPAM) (15 wt%) to help 

dissolve the N,N’-methylene bisacrylamide (Bis) crosslinker.  The solubility of Bis was 

substantially increased, allowing for large quantities of dissolved NIPAM and Bis in the system.  

The new dosimeter exhibits an enhanced dose sensitivity and dose resolution for x-ray CT 

imaging, which holds promise for clinical applications.  The dose resolution of approximately 0.1 

Gy, for up to absorbed doses of 50 Gy, for the new recipe is superior to that for previous 

dosimeter formulations developed for x-ray CT. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

According to Canadian Cancer Statistics (Canadian Cancer Society 2010), over 173,000 new 

cases of cancer along with over 75,000 cancer deaths are expected in Canada in 2010.  Clinical 

radiation therapy is an important and frequently used cancer treatment method (Zhang-Salomons 

and Mackillop 2008).  The radiotherapy equipment irradiates the tumour, and to a lesser extent, 

the surrounding normal tissue.  It is imperative that the correct radiation dose be delivered 

throughout the tumour volume, while minimizing any harm to surrounding healthy tissue.  To 

ensure proper radiation delivery, the radiotherapy equipment must be tested and calibrated. 

Polymer gel dosimetry systems provide an effective means for medical physicists to detect and 

verify three-dimensional (3D) radiation dose distributions delivered by clinical radiotherapy 

equipment (Baldock et al. 2010).  These dosimeters are essentially small polymerization vessels, 

which respond to radiation and are able to capture and store information pertaining to the amount 

of radiation absorbed at different locations in 3D.  Free radicals, generated by water radiolysis in 

the aqueous dosimeter solution, initiate polymerization and crosslinking reactions that form 

densely crosslinked polymer microgels.  More polymer is formed in high-dose regions of the 

dosimeter than in regions where the dose is low.  The polymer precipitates from the aqueous 

phase and is held in place by the gelatin matrix, which is able to hold the spatial dose information 

(Baldock et al. 1998, Maryanski et al. 1993).  The precipitated polymer has different properties 

than the surrounding aqueous solution and can be detected using a variety of 3D imaging 

techniques.  Note that radiation doses are specified in units of Gray (Gy), where 1 Gy corresponds 

to 1 Joule of ionizing radiation delivered per kg of sample. 
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Despite their great promise, some issues remain unresolved, and have so far prevented a 

widespread application of polymer gel dosimeters.  For example, acrylamide (Aam) is a severe 

neurotoxin and potential carcinogen (Papagiannis et al. 2006, Ibbott 2004), which makes PAG 

dosimeters inconvenient to manufacture, use, and dispose of in routine clinical applications.  Over 

the years, much research has gone into developing improved polymer gel dosimeters (Baldock et 

al. 2010).  These efforts include optimizing dosimeter recipes to reduced toxicity (Senden et al. 

2006, Pappas et al. 2001), and to obtain improve dose response by increasing dose sensitivity and 

enhancing dose resolution (Jirasek et al. 2010, Koeva et al. 2009a, Venning et al. 2005).  Dose 

sensitivity is defined as the change in imaging readout per unit of absorbed dose, while dose 

resolution is defined as the minimum detectable difference between two absorbed doses 

(Gustavsson et al. 2004). 

In recent years, normoxic polymer gel dosimeters, manufactured under normal atmospheric 

conditions with an oxygen scavenger (e.g. Tetrakis(hydroxymethyl)phosphonium chloride 

(THPC)) have become popular due to their low sensitivity to oxygen (a free-radical 

polymerization inhibitor) and convenient preparation outside of a glove box (oxygen-free 

atmosphere) (Senden et al. 2006, Jirasek et al. 2006, Venning et al. 2005, De Deene et al. 2002, 

2006, Fong et al. 2001).  Limited water solubility of the N,N’-methylene-bisacrylamide (Bis) 

crosslinker in polymer gel dosimeters has also been an important concern.  Approaches for 

possible Bis replacements and ways of increasing the solubility of Bis have been studied (Jirasek 

et al. 2009, 2010, Koeva et al. 2008, Senden et al. 2006). 

Other factors that can affect the polymerization and response of polymer gel dosimeters are 

primarily concerned with the temporal and spatial stability of the 3-D dose distribution.  These 

problems are caused by temperature changes during gelatin setting and polymerization (De Deene 

et al. 2006, Salomons et al. 2002, Maryanski et al. 1994), chemical reactions after irradiation 
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stops (due to long-lived radicals) (De Deene et al. 2000), and monomer diffusion (De Deene 

2006, De Deene et al. 2001, Maryanski et al. 1994).  Some of these problems have been studied 

through the use of mathematical models (Vergote et al. 2004, Fuxman et al. 2003, 2005). 

Depending on the type of radiation equipment used, the ionizing radiation may be delivered as γ 

rays, x-ray photon beams or electron beams.  Different types of radiation tend to penetrate the 

human body to different depths and are used in different cancer treatment applications (Khan 

2009, Woods and Pikaev 1993).  The goal of the research in Chapter 2 is to extend an existing 

mathematical model (Fuxman et al. 2005) to describe the kinetic processes occurring in irradiated 

polymer gel dosimeters.  The extended model accounts for depth-dose information from a number 

of clinically-relevant radiation beams.  This model provides a better understanding of potential 

limitations arising from temporal and spatial inaccuracies caused by monomer diffusion and 

temperature effects when using depth-dose behaviour to create polymer gel calibrations.  

Simulation results of predicted mass of polymer formed indicate that both diffusion and 

temperature effects should be considered when calibrating polymer gel dosimeters. 

The traditional imaging technique for polymer gel dosimeters has been Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (MRI) (Ibbott et al. 1997, Bladock et al. 1996, Maryanski et al. 1993, 1996a, Gore et al. 

1984).  Recent work has explored the promise of x-ray computed tomography (CT) (Hilts and 

Jirasek 2008, Baxter et al. 2007, Hilts 2006, Trapp et al. 2001, 2002, Hilts et al. 2000) as an 

alternative imaging modality.  X-ray CT is easy to use, robust, and in many countries, much more 

accessible than MRI.  Therefore, in addition to the modelling work, new polymer gel dosimeter 

formulations are developed and investigated, in attempts to improve the dose response 

performance and accuracy for calibration using x-ray CT imaging.  Chapter 3 of this thesis 

explores a range of NIPAM gel formulations with increased Bis solubility by using NIPAM as a 

cosolvent.  Promising results were obtained and a new polymer gel dosimeter recipe is proposed 
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for use with x-ray CT imaging.  Overall conclusions based on experimental work and simulation 

results, along with recommendations for future work, are presented in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 2 

Kinetic model development for depth-dose response 

2.1 Chapter Overview 

 

In this chapter, an existing kinetic model is extended to incorporate depth-dose information as a 

form of spatially non-uniform irradiation.  Model predictions of the type and amount of polymer 

formed are presented to show the behaviour of PAG dosimeters, under the influence of monomer 

diffusion and temperature effects. 

The material presented in this chapter will be submitted to Macromolecular Theory and 

Simulation and appears in manuscript form. 
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2.2 Summary 

A dynamic partial differential equation (PDE) model is extended and used to simulate the effects 

of radiation depth doses on polymer formation in Polyacrylamide Gel (PAG) dosimeters.  Depth 

doses are simulated using different types of radiation including Co60 gamma and 6 and 15 MV x-

ray photon beams, along with 6, 9, 12, 16 and 20 MeV electron beams.  Effects of monomer 

diffusion (edge enhancement) and temperature are studied.  Diffusion results in excess polymer 

formation at the position of maximum dose (2.6 % for Co
60

 gamma radiation and less for other 

types of radiation studied).  Temperature increases on the order of 2 °C increase the mass of 

polymer formed by approximately 1.25 %.  These results provide insight for calibrating 

dosimeters using depth-dose information. 

 

2.3 Introduction 

Clinical radiation therapy is often used for cancer treatment (Zhang-Salomons and Mackillop 

2008).  Since the radiotherapy equipment irradiates the tumour, and to a lesser extent, the 

surrounding normal tissue, it is important that the correct dose be delivered throughout the entire 
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tumour volume, while minimizing the irradiation of non-cancerous cells.  Polymer gel dosimeters 

have been developed as an effective means of detecting and verifying radiation dose distributions 

of three-dimensional (3D) radiotherapy treatments (Baldock et al. 2010).  These dosimeters 

capture and store information on the amount of radiation absorbed at each location using dose-

dependent polymerization of monomers dispersed in an irradiated gel substrate. 

Polyacrylamide gel (PAG) dosimeters, which consist of acrylamide (Aam) monomer and N,N’-

methylene-bisacrylamide (Bis) crosslinker dissolved in an aqueous gelatin matrix, are the most 

studied and widely used polymer gel dosimeters (De Deene et al. 2006, Venning et al. 2005, 

Maryanski et al. 1993).  Free radicals are generated when radiation is absorbed by water 

molecules in the aqueous dosimeter solution.  These free radicals induce polymerization and 

crosslinking of the water-soluble monomers.  More polymer is formed in locations receiving 

higher amounts of radiation.  The crosslinked polymer precipitates from the aqueous phase and is 

held in place by the gelatin matrix, thereby storing spatial information on the amount of radiation 

delivered (Baldock et al. 1998, Maryanski et al. 1993).  A typical PAG dosimeter recipe is shown 

in Table 2.1 (Baldock et al. 1998, Maryanski et al. 1994).  Note that the main component of the 

dosimeter is water, which leads to nearly water-equivalent or tissue-equivalent dose absorption 

behaviour for the types of ionizing radiation used in cancer treatments (De Deene 2004). 
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Table 2.1: Typical PAG dosimeter recipe. 

Component Quantity (wt %) 

Monomer (Aam or NIPAM) 3 

Crosslinker (Bis) 3 

Gelatin 5 

Water 89 

 

 

PAG dosimeters continue to be used and studied despite Aam being a severe neurotoxin and 

potential carcinogen (Papagiannis et al. 2006, Ibbott 2004).  Alternative monomers have been 

examined as a suitable replacement for Aam, with N-isopropyl acrylamide (NIPAM) showing the 

best result with similar polymerization kinetics (Senden et al. 2006).  NIPAM-based gel 

dosimeters have reduced safety concerns associated with the careful handling of the highly toxic 

Aam, and are currently being used and studied (Jirasek et al. 2010, Koeva et al. 2009a, Olding et 

al. 2009). 

Oxygen, which has the ability to quickly consume primary radicals, is a well-known free-radical 

polymerization inhibitor (Odian 1991, Rudin 1982).  The performance of polymer gel dosimeters 

is greatly affected by oxygen contamination (Salomons et al. 2002, McJury et al. 1999, 2000, 

Hepworth et al. 1999), where even small amounts of oxygen can significantly inhibit 

polymerization.  Oxygen levels in dosimeters can vary depending on manufacturing and storage 

procedures, leading to variable dosimetry results.  It is therefore imperative to effectively remove 

oxygen from polymer gel dosimeters.  Traditionally, an inert gas was bubbled through gel 

solutions to remove oxygen (Baldock et al. 1998).  The resulting dosimeters are called anoxic.  
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Alternatively, oxygen scavengers, of which Tetrakis(hydroxymethyl)phosphonium chloride 

(THPC) is the most commonly used, have been introduced as a means of consuming dissolved 

oxygen in dosimeter phantoms (Senden et al. 2006, Jirasek et al. 2006, Venning et al. 2005, De 

Deene et al. 2002, 2006, Fong et al. 2001).  Dosimeters prepared under normal atmospheric 

conditions using an oxygen scavenger are called normoxic. 

The precipitated polymer has different properties than the surrounding aqueous solution, making 

detection possible using a variety of 3D imaging techniques including Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (MRI) (Ibbott et al. 1997, Baldock et al. 1996, Maryanski et al. 1993, 1996a, Gore et al. 

1984), optical Computed Tomography (CT) (Wai et al. 2009, Sakhalkar et al. 2009, Oldham et 

al. 2008, Guo et al. 2006, Maryanski et al. 1996b) and x-ray CT (Hilts and Jirasek 2008, Baxter 

et al. 2007, Hilts 2006, Trapp et al. 2001, 2002, Hilts et al. 2000).  To determine the amount of 

radiation that was absorbed at each location, a calibration procedure must be performed. 

The traditional calibration process involves calibration vials that have been uniformly irradiated 

using different radiation doses, which are measured in units of gray (Gy), as shown in Figure 2.1 

(Oldham et al. 1998, Baldock et al. 1998, Ibbott et al. 1997).  The dose-dependent physical 

properties of the contents of each vial are measured using the desired readout method (MRI, 

optical CT or x-ray CT) and a calibration curve is constructed.  Figure 2.2 shows a typical MRI 

calibration curve for a PAG dosimeter from Table 2.1.  This dose-response curve allows 

subsequent determination of the radiation dose delivered to each voxel in non-uniformly 

irradiated polymer gel phantoms, like the one shown in Figure 2.3, based on MRI readout of 

transverse relaxation rate, R2, at different spatial locations. 
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Figure 2.1: Photograph of uniformly irradiated calibration vials for polymer gel dosimetry.  

Radiation was delivered from 0 Gy to 40 Gy (Koeva et al. 2009b). 

 

 

Figure 2.2:  Calibration curve for a typical anoxic PAG dosimeter produced using the recipe in 

Table 2.1. (De Deene 2004) 
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Figure 2.3: Photograph of a non-uniformly irradiated polymer gel dosimeter phantom of 

approximately 1 L.  The white regions, which received higher radiation dose, 

contain more precipitated polymer than the surrounding transparent gel. 

 

Inaccuracies can arise when small calibration vials are used to produce calibration curves for 

computing 3D dose distributions in larger phantoms like the one shown in Figure 2.3.  These 

inaccuracies arise from a variety of sources including different temperature histories during gel 

manufacture and different levels of oxygen contamination (De Deene 2006, Dumas et al. 2006).  

An alternative calibration method that may provide more reliable results involves use of radiation 

depth-dose information to create dose-response curves (Jirasek et al. 2010, Hilts et al. 2000, 

Oldham et al. 1998).  In this approach, the same size of container is used for both calibration and 

for dose detection, thereby eliminating container-dependent temperature and oxygen 

contamination issues. 
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2.3.1 Depth-dose behavior in water 

The amount of radiation energy absorbed in water varies with depth along a radiation beam, such 

that the dose absorbed near the surface can be significantly different than the dose absorbed 

deeper within the volume (Khan 2009, Woods and Pikaev 1993, Andrews et al. 1957).  Typical 

percent depth-dose (PDD) data (Figure 2.4) used in the current study were obtained from clinical 

measurements for different types of radiation used in cancer treatment (Baldock et al. 2010).  An 

explanation of the physics behind this depth-dose behaviour is provided by Khan (2009).  Based 

on these PDD data, the amount of delivered radiation is known at different depths when simple 

radiation beams are delivered to polymer gel phantoms.  To construct a calibration curve, a pencil 

beam of radiation (or several overlapping pencil beams) is used to irradiate a portion of a large 

gel phantom, (Jirasek et al. 2010, Hilts et al. 2000).  The dosimeter response (e.g. R2) is plotted 

vs. the known absorbed dose for a variety of points along the beam. 

2.3.2 Modelling of polymer gel dosimeters 

Dynamic mathematical models have previously been developed for PAG dosimeters, describing 

the kinetic mechanisms, chemical reactions and temperature changes for radiation-induced 

polymerization and crosslinking of Aam and Bis, for both spatially uniform (Koeva et al. 2009b, 

Fuxman et al. 2003) and non-uniform (Fuxman et al. 2005, Vergote et al. 2004) radiation doses.  

Measurements and modelling have shown that in non-uniform conditions with large dose 

gradients, the amount of polymer that forms at the edge of an irradiated zone may be enhanced by 

monomer diffusing from low dose areas (Fuxman et al. 2005, Vergote et al. 2004).  The temporal 

stability of polymer gel dosimeters has also been investigated using these models, which show 

how radicals can persist in phantoms for extended periods of time (e.g. more than twelve hours), 

leading to additional polymerization and changes in resulting imaging readouts for many hours 

after radiation delivery ceases (Fuxman et al. 2003, 2005, Lepage et al. 2001b).  Koeva et al. 
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(2009b) extended the model developed by Fuxman et al. (2003) to include the effects of oxygen 

inhibition and an inhibitor (monomethyl ether hydroquinone) found in many water-soluble 

monomers.  New parameter estimates were also obtained by Koeva et al. (2009b) using 

experimental data (Babic and Schreiner 2006, Salomons et al. 2002). 

 

 

  (a) 

 

  (b) 

Figure 2.4: Percent depth-dose data by: (a) Co
60

 γ-radiation and 6 and 15 MV X-ray photon 

beams; (b) 6, 9, 12, 16 and 20 MeV electron beams. 
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When modeling polymerization in gel dosimeters, it is important to consider both the aqueous 

phase, and the polymer phase that forms due to precipitation of crosslinked polymer microgels 

(Fuxman et al. 2003).  Reactions that occur in both phases include: radical generation by water 

radiolysis, initiation of polymer chains, propagation, intramolecular cyclization, intermolecular 

crosslinking, termination by disproportionation, chain transfer to both monomer and gelatin, and 

re-initiation by gelatin-centred radicals (Koeva et al. 2009b, Fuxman et al. 2003, 2005, Fuxman 

2003).  A list of assumptions made in the development of these models is provided by Fuxman et 

al. (2003, 2005) and in Appendix A. 

The objectives of the current chapter are to: i) extend the model of Fuxman et al. (2005) to 

simulate the influence of depth-dose behaviour on polymerization and crosslinking in PAG 

dosimeters, and ii) to use the simulation results to explore the influence of monomer diffusion and 

reaction temperature effects on the accuracy of depth-dose calibration (De Deene 2006, Oldham 

et al. 1998).  Predictions of chemical species concentrations and temperature at various depths are 

made for simulations using Co
60

 γ-radiation, 6 and 15 MV X-ray photon beams, and 6 MeV to 20 

MeV electron beams.  The current research focuses on the traditional PAG dosimeter recipe from 

Table 2.1, but the model could also be used to simulate NIPAM-based dosimeters and PAG 

dosimeters with other recipes. 

 

2.4 Development of extended model 

Partial differential equation (PDE) material balances on chemical species in aqueous and polymer 

phases of PAG dosimeters account for polymerization reactions, phase volume changes and mass 

transfer of species between phases (Fuxman et al. 2005).  A PDE energy balance is used to 

determine the temperature distribution within the phantom.  The original PDEs developed by 

Fuxman et al., with associated reaction rates and boundary and initial conditions are found in 
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Tables 3 to 6 of Fuxman et al. (2005) and Table 4.6 of the associated thesis (Fuxman, 2003).  

Updated values of model parameters obtained by Koeva et al. (2009b) are used in the extended 

model and are provided in Appendix D. 

The equations and settings described above form the basis of the current research.  However, in 

the extended model, boundary conditions are revised to permit heat loss through the front and 

back walls of the phantom.  The new boundary condition for the energy balance is given by 

equation (1): 

 

�cond
����	
�� � ��� � ��� 

(1) 

 

where kcond is the thermal conductivity of the gel in the phantom, T is the temperature, x is the 

horizontal spatial dimension, which takes values of zero to db as shown in Figure 2.5, h is a 

convective heat-transfer coefficient, and Ts is the temperature outside of the wall of the vessel.  

All other boundary conditions remain unchanged and are provided in Appendix G. 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of the irradiation of a simulated phantom with a PDD curve, 

where dmax represents the location of maximum absorbed dose, and db is the depth 

of the back wall.  All simulations use a value of db = 10 cm. 
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The extended model also requires a minor modification to the PDE material balance on primary 

radicals generated by water radiolysis: 

 

���PR·��
�� � Γ�	���PR·��H2O���,H2O � ��PR·� � ��PR·��

� ����  
(2) 

 

where [(PR
•
)] is the concentration of primary radicals, Г(x) identifies zones receiving or not 

receiving radiation, R(PR•) is the rate of generation of primary radicals, [H2O] is the concentration 

of water in the aqueous phase, Mw,H2O is the molecular weight of water, � is the local volume 

fraction occupied by the aqueous phase and r(PR•) is the rate of consumption of primary radicals by 

subsequent reactions.  When studying edge enhancement at a sharp interface between irradiated 

and un-irradiated zones, Fuxman et al. (2005) used Г(x) to distinguish locations that receive 

radiation (Г(x) = 1) from locations that do not (Г(x) = 0).  In the current work, which is concerned 

with radical generation rates that vary with depth, Г(x) is used to input depth-dose information 

into the model.  Note that a typographical error appeared in the material balance on pendant 

double bonds in the polymer phase in the earlier article (Fuxman et al. 2005).  The correct version 

is: 

 

��PDB����� � �PDB� ! "PDB#$��%� �&%,'� � ! ��(� �&(,'� �)��PDB����* ��1 � �� ! �PDB����1 � �� ����  
(3) 

 

Definitions for all symbols are provided in the Nomenclature and a complete list of model 

equations is provided in Appendix G.  Several additional reactions are considered in the extended 

model, which were neglected by Fuxman et al. (2005).  These new reactions indicate that it is 

possible for gelatin radicals to consume radicals attached to polymer chains, in both phases.  

Termination reactions with gelatin generate dead polymer chains. 
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&%,'� ! , ·� -./01234 5'� 
(4) 

&(,'� ! , ·� -.001234 5'� ! PDB�� 
(5) 

�%� ! , ·� -./06234 57 
(6) 

�(� ! , ·� -.006234 57 ! PDB�7 
(7) 

 

Reaction rate equations, which were revised to include the influence of reactions (4) to (7) above, 

are shown in Table 2.2.  All other reaction rate expressions remain the same as those of Fuxman 

et al. (2005).  A complete list of reaction mechanisms and rate equations are provided in 

Appendix B and Appendix C.  A summary of all modifications for the extended model is 

provided in Appendix E. 

 

Table 2.2: Revised reaction rates which include the influence of new reaction mechanisms. 

�8/1 � #�9%�PR·����%�� ! $��(%� ! �:(%� )�&(����%�� ! �;��&(�� ! ��<%� �, ·����%��*� #�=%(� �, ·���&%�� ! $��%(� ! �:%(� )�&%����(�� ! ��%� �&%���PDB���! 2�=%%� �&%��( ! �=%(� �&(���&%�� ! �:<%� �,���&%��* 

(8) 

�801 � #�9(�PR·����(�� ! $��%(� ! �:%(� )�&%����(�� ! ��<(� �,·����(��*� #�=((� �, ·���&(�� ! �;��&(�� ! $��(%� ! �:(%� )�&(����%��! ��(� �&(���PDB��� ! 2�=((� �&(��( ! �=%(� �&(���&%�� ! �:<(� �,���&(��* 

(9) 

�PDB�1 � #$��(%� ! 2�:(%� )�&(����%�� ! $��((� ! 2�:((� )�&(����(�� ! �=%%� �&%��(
! �=((� �,·���&(�� ! 2�=%(� �&(���&%�� ! 3�=((� �&(��( ! �:<(� �,���&(��! $�:%%� ��%�� ! �:%(� ��(��)�&%��*� ���%� �&%�� ! ��(� �&(����PDB����1 ! "PDB� 

(10) 

�<·1 � #�,��$ B�:<%� �&%�� ! B�:<(� �&(��)*� #�, ·��$��<%� ��%�� ! ��<(� ��(�� ! �=%(� �&%�� ! �=((� �&(��)* 

(11) 
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�C/ � #��%7�$��(%7 ��(�� ! ��(%7 ����� ! ��<%7 �, ·��) ! �;7��(��*
� D��%(7 ��(7���%�� ! ��%7 �PDB�7���%�� ! $�:%%7 ��%�� ! �:%(7 ��(��)��%��
! 2�=%%7 ��%��( ! �=%(7 ��%����(�� ! �=%(7 ��%���, ·�� ! �:<%7 ��%���,7�E 

(12) 

�C0 � #��(7�$��%(7 ��%�� ! ��((7 ����� ! ��<(7 �, ·��)*
� D�;7��(�� ! ��(%7 ��%7���(�� ! ��(7 �PDB�7���(��
! $�:(%7 ��%�� ! �:((7 ��(��)��(�� ! 2�=((7 ��(��( ! �=%(7 ��%����(��
! �=((7 ��(���, ·�� ! �:<(7 ��(���,7�E 

(13) 

�
PDB�6 � D$��(%7 ! 2�:(%7 )��%7���(�� ! $��((7 ! 2�:((7 )��(7���(�� ! �=%%7 ��%��(

! �=((7 �,·����(�� ! 2�=%(7 ��(����%�� ! 3�=((7 ��(��( ! �:<(7 �,7���(��E
! $�:%%7 ��%�� ! �:%(7 ��(��)��%�� � #$��%7 ��%�� ! ��%′

7 �&%��)�PDB���* 

(14) 

�<· � #�,7�$ B�:<%7 ��%�� ! B�:<(7 ��(��)*� #�, ·�����<%7 ��%7� ! ��<(7 ��(7� ! �=%(7 ��%�� ! �=((7 ��(���* 

(15) 

 

2.5 Model solution 

To model the depth-dose behaviour, the PDDs shown in Figure 2.6 must be approximated by 

equations, which can then be inserted as functions (Г(x)) within the extended model.  Cubic 

polynomial equations were fitted using the spline toolbox in Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, 

MA, USA) to convert the experimental depth-dose data from the various radiation beams to a 

convenient functional form for use in the PDE model.  More spline nodes were used near the 

depth of maximum dose (dmax in Figure 2.5) than where depth dose curves are smooth to ensure 

that accurate depth-dose information was provided to the model.  Figure 2.6 shows the quality of 

a spline fit.  All other spline fits are provided in Appendix F. 
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Figure 2.6: Plot comparing PDD data and spline fit for 12 MeV electron radiation.  The cublic 

spline is nearly a perfect match for the experimental depth dose data. 

 

The complete system of 31 PDEs (shown in Appendix D) was solved using the VLUGR2 solver 

within Fortran.  VLUGR2 is a numerical solver, capable of solving initial value problems with 

boundary conditions, for systems of time-dependent PDEs having either one or two spatial 

dimensions (Blom et al. 1996).  Note that the model equations can also be solved using the pdepe 

subroutine in Matlab, but simulation times are prohibitively long.  The PDEs were solved to 

predict the mass of polymer formed per unit volume of phantom at different depths.  The type of 

polymer formed (e.g. the number of crosslinks per mass of polymer) and the temperature were 

also predicted as a function of depth and time. 

Additional simulations were performed to examine the influence of monomer diffusion and 

temperature effects.  Simulations with diffusion turned off (e.g. DM1 = 0) were compared with 

simulations that account for diffusion (DM1 = 4.1x10
-6

 cm
2
/min).  Simulations with heat effects 

turned off (T = 20°C everywhere) were compared with simulations that account for the heat 

released by polymerization.  All simulations use a phantom depth of db = 10 cm.  Radiation was 
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delivered until the total dose was 5 Gy at dmax for all types of radiation.  Simulations for the Co
60

 

γ-radiation used a dose rate of 2 Gy/min, while all other radiation beams had a dose rate of 4 

Gy/min. 

 

2.5.1 Transformed PDEs 

The VLUGR2 algorithm solves PDEs on a spatial domain where the horizontal axis (w) extends 

from 0 to 1.  Therefore, transformations on the PDEs were first performed so that the transformed 

axis is constrained between w = 0 and w = 1, rather than the actual depth of the phantom (from x 

= 0 to x = db=10).  All terms within the PDEs which contained the original x coordinate were 

replaced by the transformed variable w.  The model equations that required transformation are 

provided in Table 2.3.  Only the PDEs of Fuxman et al. (2005) with partial derivatives with 

respect to x on the right hand side needed to transform. 

F � 	GH 
(16) 

�F�	 � 1GH 
(17) 

�(F�	( � 0 
(18) 

 

Boundary conditions were also transformed to account for the new spatial coordinates.  The 

boundary conditions for heat loss through the front and back walls of the phantom become: 

 

�cond
����F J 1GHK
�� � ��� � ��� 

(19) 

��cond
����F J 1GHK
��% � ��� � ��� 

(20) 
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A list of all PDEs and boundary conditions for the extended model are provided in Appendix G. 

Table 2.3: Transformed species balance equations used in the current model. 

��PR·��
�� � 5PR· J 1GHK( L1� ���F ��PR·��

�F ! �(�PR·��
�F( M ! �PR·1 � �PR·��

� ����  
(21) 

���%��
�� � 5N/1 J 1GHK( L1� ���F ���%��

�F ! �(��%��
�F( M ! �N/1 � �O L��%�� � ��%��

ΦP/
M

� ��%��
� ����  

(22) 

���(��
�� � 5N01 J 1GHK( L1� ���F ���(��

�F ! �(��(��
�F( M ! �N01 � �O L��(�� � ��(��

ΦP0
M

� ��(��
� ����  

(23) 

��&%��
�� � 58/1 J 1GHK( L1� ���F ��&%��

�F ! �(�&%��
�F( M ! �8/1 � �&%��

� ����  
(24) 

��&(��
�� � 5801 J 1GHK( L1� ���F ��&(��
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2.6 Simulation results 

2.6.1 Monomer consumption and polymer formed 

The extended model is now used to simulate depth-dose behaviour of polymer gel dosimeters.  

Aam and Bis concentrations over time and depth in the aqueous phase when using Co
60

 γ-

radiation are shown in Figure 2.7.  The monomer concentration curves indicate that the maximum 

monomer consumption occurs near dmax.  These simulation results also show the effect of long-

lived radicals because monomer concentrations continue to decrease up to 24 hrs post-irradiation 

due to on-going polymerization. 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Aam and Bis concentrations for Co
60

 γ-radiation in the aqueous phase as a function 

of depth at different times.  The dosimeter was irradiated at 2 Gy/min for 2.5 mins, 

but polymerization continued after irradiation ceased.  The position dmax is 

indicated by the vertical dashed line. 

 

Simulation results showing the amount of polymer formed 24 hours post irradiation are shown in 

Figure 2.8b along with the corresponding depth-dose curves in Figure 2.8a.  The amount of 

polymer formed for each type of radiation has a shape similar to the corresponding depth-dose 
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curve.  There are, however, some small differences between the shapes of the curves, especially 

near the position of maximum dose.  For example, the polymer formation curve for Co
60

 γ-

radiation has a more pronounced maximum than does its PDD curve. 

 

 

      (a) 

 

      (b) 

Figure 2.8: Comparison between (a) the depth-dose curves and (b) the simulated amount of 

polymer formed 24 hrs post irradiation for Co
60

 γ-radiation, 6 MV x-ray photon 

beam and 9 MeV electron beam.  The position dmax is indicated by the vertical 

dashed lines. 
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The type of polymer formed can be investigated by simulating the number of crosslinks per mass 

of polymer formed (see Figure 2.9).  The crosslink density of the polymer influences transverse 

relaxation rates (R2) when gels are imaged using MR (Babic and Schreiner 2006), and x-ray CT 

response (in Hounsfield units) when gels are imaged using x-ray CT (Hill et al. 2005).  For the 

simulations involving Co
60

 γ-radiation and MV x-ray photons, the predicted change in crosslink 

density with depth is sufficiently small as to have little effect on imaging readout.  However, for 

MeV electron beams, it is clear that more highly crosslinked (and thus more dense) polymer is 

formed at low depths where more radiation is received, which may affect imaging response. 

 

 

Figure 2.9: The simulated amount of crosslinks per mass of polymer formed 24 hrs post 

irradiation for Co
60

 γ-radiation, 6 MV x-ray photon and 9 MeV electron beams. 
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model, dmax is near to, but does not correspond perfectly to the location of maximum polymer 

formation (see Figure 2.8).  For Co
60

 γ-radiation, 6 MV and 15 MV x-ray photon beams, the 

largest amount of polymer is formed to the left of dmax, where the dose gradient is highest, while 

for all MeV electron beams, the peak is shifted to the right. 

Diffusion effects are more prominent near the depth of maximum dose, where monomer 

concentrations are lower, than at greater depths where monomer concentrations are more uniform.  

Radiation beams with the largest dose gradients (Co
60

 γ-radiation and 6 MeV electrons) are most 

affected by monomer diffusion, leading to a difference in polymer formation of over 2 % when 

diffusion effects are removed (see Figure 2.10a and Table 2.4).  High MV photon beams and high 

MeV electron beams have smoother PDD curves.  Thus, diffusion effects have only a minor 

influence on the mass of polymer formed (less than 0.25 % at dmax) as shown in Figure 2.10b and 

Table 2.4.  Therefore, when using depth-dose information for calibration, inaccuracies are 

possible due to discrepancies caused by monomer diffusion.  These inaccuracies tend to be 

highest near dmax. 

 

Table 2.4: Polymer formed 24 hours post irradiation at the location of maximum absorbed dose 

for simulations with and without diffusion and with and without temperature effects. 

Radiation type Polymer formed (g/L) Percent 

increase 

with D 

Percent 

increase 

with T 
with D and T without D without T 

Co
60

 γ-radiation 30.78 30.00 30.43 2.60 1.15 

6 MV x-ray photon beam 28.46 28.32 28.11 0.49 1.25 

15 MV x-ray photon beam 28.41 28.35 28.05 0.21 1.28 

6MeV electron beam 28.76 28.16 28.62 2.13 0.49 

9 MeV electron beam 28.29 28.04 28.11 0.89 0.64 

12 MeV electron beam 28.37 28.27 28.12 0.35 0.89 

16 MeV electron beam 28.33 28.30 27.98 0.11 1.25 

20 MeV electron beam 28.34 28.33 27.99 0.04 1.25 
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    (a) 

 

 

    (b) 

Figure 2.10: Comparison between normal simulations and simulations without diffusion for: (a) 

Co
60

 γ-radiation and 6 MeV electron beam, (b) 12 and 16 MeV electron beams, 24 

hours post irradiation. 
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2.6.3 Temperature effects 

The temperature of the system increases as polymerization occurs, and then eventually decreases 

toward room temperature due to heat loss through the front and back walls of the phantom.  

Regions where higher amounts of radiation are delivered achieve higher temperatures.  Since 

temperature increases the rate of propagation more than the rate of termination, more polymer 

tends to form in highly irradiated areas, than if the system were isothermal (Salomons et al. 

2000).  Results showing the temperature profiles 24 hours after irradiation, for simulations using 

the 15 MV x-ray photon beam and the 6 and 9 MeV electron beams, are shown in Figure 2.11.  

The 15 MV photon beam reached the highest temperature, while the 6 MeV electron beam had 

the smallest temperature increase.  More free radicals were generated by the 15 MV beam due to 

the higher average dose throughout the phantom (see Figure 2.4). 

 

 

Figure 2.11: Temperature profiles in PAG dosimeters 24 hours post irradiation simulating a 15 

MV x-ray photon beam, a 6 MeV electron beam and a 9 MeV electron beam.  The 

initial temperature is shown for reference. 
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Simulation results comparing the model with and without temperature effects are presented in 

Figure 2.12 and Table 2.4.  As expected, the total mass of polymer formed decreases when the 

temperature effects are removed from the model.  The difference, however, is rather small, with a 

maximum increase of 1.28 % at dmax for the 15 MV x-ray photon beam (see Figure 2.12a), which 

is a result of having the highest temperature increase (approximately 2 °C) during irradiation and 

polymerization (see Figure 2.11).  Figure 2.12b shows simulation results for radiation beams that 

are least affected by the removal of temperature dependence, due to lower overall radiation dose. 

Simulation results show that diffusion effects are more prominent when the depth-dose curve has 

a large dose gradient, while the influence of temperature is greatest for radiation beams that 

penetrate far into the phantom, leading to higher overall radiation dose.  Overall, these effects are 

most important when irradiating with Co
60

 γ-radiation.  Although monomer diffusion and 

temperature have only minor effects, they contribute to a loss in calibration accuracy, which 

influences polymer gel dosimeter effectiveness.  In these simulations, radiation was delivered up 

to 5 Gy at dmax.  If more radiation were delivered, temperature increases would be greater, and 

thus temperature effects on mass of polymer formed would be more significant.  Similarly, 

diffusion effects would be more prominent, as larger dose gradients would result in more 

monomer diffusion.  Simulation results show that diffusion and temperature effects are most 

noticeable at dmax.  It is therefore recommended that when physicists use depth-dose information 

to obtain calibration curves, the depth of maximum dose should be avoided, especially for Co
60

 γ-

radiation. 
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    (a) 

 

 

    (b) 

Figure 2.12: Comparison between simulations with and without temperature effects for (a) the 

15 MV radiation beam and for (b) the 6 and 9 MeV electron beams. 
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2.7 Conclusions 

A PAG dosimeter model was extended to simulate the influence of depth-dose behaviour on 

polymerization and crosslinking in PAG dosimeters when using Co
60

 γ-radiation, 6 and 15 MV x-

ray photon beams, and 6 MeV to 20 MeV electron beams.  The resulting system of PDEs was 

solved to predict mass of polymer formed, crosslink density and temperature profiles within PAG 

phantoms.  The influence of monomer diffusion and temperature were investigated by 

simulations with and without these effects. 

The model predicts that both diffusion and temperature effects influence the amount of polymer 

formed.  Diffusion effects are more apparent for Co
60

 γ-radiation and 6 MeV electron beams 

(2.60% and 2.13% increase in polymer formed at dmax respectively) than for other types of 

radiation.  Temperature effects are larger when more radiation is delivered throughout the 

phantom.  With temperature increases on the order of 2 °C, the amount of polymer formed can 

increase by approximately 1.25%.  The 15 MV x-ray photon beam resulted in the highest 

temperature after irradiation, leading to the largest difference in mass of polymer formed of 

1.28%.  While these diffusion and temperature effects will have only a small influence for 

calibration curves obtained using depth-dose experiments, larger discrepancies are anticipated 

when higher total doses are delivered (e.g. 20 Gy). 

Inherent inaccuracies in polymer gel dosimeters due to monomer diffusion, long lived radicals 

and temperature dependence on reaction rates were observed in simulations of the extended 

model.  As a result, when producing calibration curves using depth-dose information, it is 

recommended to avoid the depth of maximum dose, particularly for Co
60

 γ-radiation, to obtain 

more accurate calibration results.  Simulated PAG dosimeters did not include THPC in the recipe.  

For situations involving this oxygen scavenger the effects of diffusion and temperature increases 

are expected to be smaller due to a reduction in long-lived radicals (De Deene et al. 2006). 
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Chapter 3 

Improved polymer gel dosimeters for x-ray CT 

3.1 Chapter Overview 

 

In this chapter, a new polymer gel dosimeter recipe is developed for use with x-ray CT imaging.  

NIPAM is investigated as a potential cosolvent to increase the solubility of Bis in the 

manufacture of polymer gel dosimeters.  The work presented in this chapter includes a series of 

experiments conducted to determine the dose sensitivity and dose resolution of new dosimeters 

using x-ray CT readouts. 

This chapter has been submitted to Physics in Medicine and Biology, and appears in manuscript 

form. 
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3.2 Summary 

This study reports new N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) polymer gel recipes with increased dose 

sensitivity and improved dose resolution for x-ray CT readout.  NIPAM can be used to increase 

the solubility of N, N’-methylene-bis-acrylamide (Bis) in aqueous solutions from approximately 3 

% to 5.5 % by weight, enabling the manufacture of dosimeters containing up to 19.5 %T, which 

is the total concentration of NIPAM and Bis by weight.  Gelatin is shown to have a mild 

influence on dose sensitivity when gels are imaged using x-ray CT, and a stronger influence when 

gels are imaged optically.  Phantoms that contain only 3 % gelatin and 5 mM tetrakis 

hydroxymethyl phosphonium chloride (THPC) are sufficiently stiff for dosimetry applications.  

The new easier-to-produce gel formulations have dose sensitivities that are comparable to the best 

NIPAM-based gels that incorporate isopropanol as a cosolvent, and have enhanced dose 

resolution for x-ray CT readout, making clinical applications of this imaging modality more 

feasible. 
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3.3 Introduction 

Polymer gel dosimeters have been developed as a means of detecting and verifying radiation dose 

distributions of three-dimensional (3D) radiotherapy treatments (Baldock et al. 2010).  Recently, 

much research has gone into improving the dose response of polymer gel dosimeters.  These 

efforts include optimizing the recipe to have increased dose sensitivity (Jirasek et al. 2010, Koeva 

et al. 2009, Venning et al. 2005) and reduced toxicity (Senden et al. 2006, Pappas et al. 2001). 

The traditional imaging technique for polymer gel dosimeters has been by magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) (Ibbott et al. 1997, Bladock et al. 1996, Maryanski et al. 1993, 1996a).  However, 

due to technical requirements for accurate MRI dosimetry, as well as limited MRI access in 

clinics (De Deene 2004, Gore et al. 1984), recent work has explored the promise of both optical 

computed tomography (CT) (Wai et al. 2009, Sakhalkar et al. 2009, Oldham et al. 2008, Guo et 

al. 2006) and x-ray CT (Hilts and Jirasek 2008, Baxter et al. 2007, Hilts 2006, Trapp et al. 2001, 

2002) as alternative imaging modalities.  While promising, optical CT for polymer gels has 

several technical concerns preventing its widespread use (Olding et al. 2010a, Oldham and Kim 

2004, Oldham et al. 2003, Maryanski et al. 1996b, Gore et al. 1996).  X-ray CT on the other hand 

has not gained widespread acceptance due to the low contrast of the resultant images, resulting in 

poor dose resolution (Hill et al. 2005, Hilts et al. 2000).  Contrast arises from small density 

changes that occur due to polymerization and crosslinking in irradiated gel dosimeters (Baldock 

et al. 2010, Trapp et al. 2001, 2002, Hilts et al. 2000).  Dosimeters that undergo larger density 

changes in response to ionizing radiation could result in better contrast and more accurate 

dosimetry (Hilts et al. 2000).  Fortunately, x-ray CT is readily available in radiotherapy clinics, is 

robust and well developed, and is easy to use.  Therefore, this paper investigates ways to improve 

the dose sensitivity and resolution of gel dosimeters for x-ray CT imaging.  Normoxic gels that 

use NIPAM as the monomer and Bis as the crosslinker are explored due to their reduced toxicity 
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compared with normoxic polyacrylamide gels (nPAG) and their ease of preparation (Senden et al. 

2006, De Deene et al. 2006). 

A relationship between gelatin concentration in the phantom and dose sensitivity has been 

observed with MR scanning (De Deene et al. 2006, Gustavsson et al. 2004).  For example, 

decreasing the gelatin level from 6 wt% to 3 wt% in a PAG dosimeter increased dose sensitivity 

(based on the transverse relaxation rate R2) by approximately 25 % (De Deene et al. 2006).  This 

gelatin concentration cannot be reduced too greatly as sufficient gelatin is required in the 

dosimeter phantom to preserve spatial information about the 3D radiation dose distribution.  The 

addition of THPC, an oxygen scavenger in normoxic polymer gels, results in crosslinking 

reactions with gelatin that stiffen the gel solution (Jirasek et al. 2006).  Therefore, due to the 

presence of THPC, it may be possible to maintain spatial information in gel phantoms using 

reduced gelatin levels, which could increase the dose sensitivity measured by x-ray CT.  

Recently, Olding et al. (2010b) observed that the amount and type of gelatin used influences light 

scattering artefacts when gels are imaged by optical CT.  As a result, reduction in the amount of 

gelatin used in gel recipes for optical CT readout may also be beneficial, assuming that sufficient 

gel stiffness can be maintained at lower gelatin concentrations. 

The sensitivity of polymer gel dosimeters to radiation is directly related to %T, the total weight 

percent of monomer and crosslinker in the system (De Deene et al. 2006, Hilts et al. 2004), and to 

%C, the weight of crosslinker relative to total monomer (Maryanski et al. 1997).  Increases in %T 

and crosslinker concentration both tend to produce higher dose sensitivities, as measured by MR 

and x-ray CT (Koeva et al. 2009, Babic and Schreiner 2006, Hilts et al. 2004, Maryanski et al. 

1997).  Unfortunately, the limited solubility of Bis crosslinker has hampered the development of 

dosimeters with sufficiently high dose sensitivities for accurate x-ray CT readout.  The solubility 

of Bis in water, which makes up the majority of the mass of polymer gel recipes, is only ~3 % by 
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weight.  Efforts to find effective crosslinkers with increased solubility have been unsuccessful 

(Koeva et al. 2008).  Recently, the solubility of Bis in dosimeter solutions was improved using 

cosolvents (e.g. glycerol and isopropanol) (Koeva et al. 2009).  X-ray CT results, with improved 

dose sensitivity and dose resolution were obtained using glycerol and isopropanol to replace a 

portion of the water in polymer gel formulations (Jirasek et al. 2009, 2010, Koeva et al. 2009). 

Many different chemical species can act as a cosolvent to improve the solubility of organic 

molecules in aqueous solutions (Cowie and McEwen 1974).  In general, a chemical species can 

act as a cosolvent if it has a chemical structure that is intermediate in polarity between water and 

the solute of interest.  Since NIPAM, which is already present in the dosimeter recipe, is more 

polar than Bis, but less polar than water, we hypothesize that dosimeter phantoms with increased 

NIPAM concentrations will be able to dissolve more Bis, making it possible to produce polymer 

gel phantoms with increased Bis concentrations and increased %T. 

The first aim of this study is to determine the solubility limits of NIPAM in water, and of Bis in 

NIPAM solutions of increasing concentrations to assess whether NIPAM is an effective cosolvent 

for Bis in polymer gel solutions.  The second aim is to determine whether NIPAM polymer gel 

recipes with reduced levels of gelatin are sufficiently stiff to maintain spatial information and will 

lead to improved dose sensitivity using x-ray CT readout.  The overall objective is to develop and 

test new polymer gel formulations which maximize the dose response for x-ray CT imaging.  This 

study explores a range of NIPAM gel formulations with high %T and compares the resulting dose 

sensitivities and dose resolutions to previous gels produced using isopropanol as a cosolvent 

(Jirasek et al. 2010). 
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3.4 Materials and methods 

3.4.1 Solubility experiments 

The solubility of NIPAM (manufacturer – TCI Chemicals, OR, USA) in water was determined 

using 40 g of de-ionized water at 34 °C, to which solid NIPAM was added.  Visual observation 

was used to determine whether or not all of the NIPAM could be dissolved.  To determine the 

solubility of Bis (manufacturer – Sigma-Aldrich) in various NIPAM solutions, a series of aqueous 

NIPAM solutions was prepared at 34 °C.  Bis was then added to 50 g of each NIPAM solution, 

and the approximate solubility limit for Bis was determined visually. 

3.4.2 Gel preparation and analysis 

Polymer gels were manufactured in vials for readout by x-ray and by optical methods.  For the x-

ray studies, 250 g of polymer gel was manufactured in a fume hood and poured into 20 mL 

scintillation vials (Wheaton Scientific, Millville NJ, USA).  For the optical studies, only 100 g of 

polymer gel was manufactured because the spectrophotometer used smaller cuvettes (4.5 mL 

polystyrene cuvettes from Fisher Scientific, Canada).  The gels contained (by weight) 1.5 % to 5 

% gelatin (Type A, 300 Bloom, Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, Ontario, Canada) and 5 mM THPC 

(added as an 80 wt% solution in water from Sigma-Aldrich) as an oxygen scavenger.  THPC 

concentrations of 5 mM were used in all dosimeters to ensure sufficient THPC for oxygen 

scavenging, while maintaining high dose sensitivity (Jirasek et al. 2006, Venning et al. 2005).  

The total amount of monomer (NIPAM) and crosslinker (Bis) was varied as needed (6-19.5 %T) 

while maintaining a Bis concentration near its solubility limit in each gel. 

To begin the manufacture of the gels, gelatin was added to the water.  The gelatin solution was 

then heated in a water bath, held at 40 °C until the gelatin was fully dissolved.  The gelatin 

solution was then cooled to 34 °C before adding the desired amount of NIPAM.  Once the 

NIPAM had dissolved, the Bis crosslinker was added at 34 °C.  After the Bis had fully dissolved, 
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the resulting solution was cooled to 30 °C. The THPC solution was added and stirred into the gel 

for one minute.  The resulting gel was then transferred to vials or cuvettes, which were allowed to 

cool at room temperature.  The gels containing only 1.5 % gelatin were refrigerated for several 

hours since they were slow to set at room temperature.  Blank gels, containing only gelatin and 

water, were also prepared for background subtraction when processing x-ray CT images.  These 

gels were prepared by dissolving the gelatin at 40 °C and were cooled at room temperature.  A 

more detailed experimental procedure is provided in Appendix H. 

3.4.3 Gel irradiation 

For dose-response studies, gels were irradiated at 1.5 cm depth in water, with a Varian Clinac 

linear accelerator (Varian Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA) using 6 MV x-rays, a 10 a 10 cm
2
 field size, 

and a dose rate of 400 cGy/min.  The irradiation was performed approximately four hours after 

gel preparation.  Gels were irradiated at five different depths along the central axis of the beam, in 

a customized phantom, to doses between 2 and 50 Gy.  Doses across each vial were obtained 

using an Eclipse treatment planning system (Varian Inc, Palo Alto, CA) with appropriate 

homogeneity corrections used to account for the gel housing vessels.  Each vial was rotated 180° 

half-way through the irradiation, ensuring that a uniform dose had been delivered along the 

diameter of the vial (Jirasek et al. 2009). 

The phantoms for the optical tests were irradiated up to 10 Gy, at room temperature, using a T780 

Cobalt-60 unit tomotherapy benchtop (MDS Nordion, Kanata, Canada), 24 h after gel 

manufacture, using a 10 a 10 cm
2
 field and a dose rate of 157 cGy/min, directed perpendicular to 

their length.  These vials were also rotated 180° half-way through the irradiation process. 

3.4.4 Gel imaging 

CT imaging was performed using a GE HiSpeed X/i scanner (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee 
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WI,USA) operating at 140 kVp and 200 mAs.  Gel vials were placed in a customized holder 

(Hilts et al. 2004).  Sixteen image averages were used for signal-to-noise enhancement and a 

blank (unirradiated gel) image for background subtraction was utilized to produce each final 

image. 

Gels for optical measurements were inserted in an Ultrospec 1000 UV/Visible Spectrophotometer 

(Biochrom Ltd, Cambridge, UK) operating at 633 nm, to quantify the fraction of light that passed 

through the samples.  A 0 Gy vial was inserted in the spectrophotometer prior to every light 

absorption measurement. 

3.4.5 Data processing 

X-ray dose-response curves were calculated by taking the difference between the mean x-ray CT 

readout number (NCT) (and standard deviation based on the scatter from sixteen scanned images) 

of a region of interest within each vial, and the readout number from the 0 Gy vial (∆NCT).  In 

addition to image averaging and background subtraction, all images were filtered with a Weiner 

filter using a kernel size of 5 a 5 and 2 iterations.  It has been shown that this combination 

produces a moderate amount of noise reduction while preserving image fidelity (Hilts and Jirasek, 

2008).  All data processing was performed using Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). 

Dose resolution was calculated based on a 1σ confidence level.  The dose resolution is therefore 

the anticipated error of a data point, divided by the dose sensitivity (slope) at that data point 

(Gustavsson et al. 2004).  The slopes of the dose-response curves were calculated by fitting the 

dose response data to a single exponential function and evaluating the slope of the fitted function 

at the point of interest, hence eliminating point-by-point noise-induced variations.  Note that the 

dose resolution is an important parameter in gel dosimetry as it provides an estimate of the 

minimum detectable difference in dose (Gustavsson et al. 2004). 
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3.5 Results and discussion 

3.5.1 Effects of gelatin concentration 

A series of experiments involving radiation and polymerization was performed using 6 %T gels 

containing equal masses of NIPAM and Bis (i.e. 50 %C gels) to determine whether gels with 

lower levels of gelatin and 5 mM THPC are sufficiently stiff to retain 3D information while 

providing enhanced dose sensitivity.  The standard deviation was larger for the 1.5 % gelatin 

solution, which may be due to the lack of stiffness at room temperature.  However, when using 3 

% or 5 % gelatin, the gels stiffened and were able to maintain the 3D integrity.  X-ray CT 

imaging of gels prepared with different gelatin concentrations (see Figure 3.1(a)) showed little 

influence of gelatin concentration on dose sensitivity.  The differences in slopes arising from the 

different gel concentrations are small when analyzed by x-ray CT, with the highest dose 

sensitivity obtained for the dosimeter with 3 % gelatin.  However, reduced gelatin levels 

produced significant differences in dose sensitivity when phantoms were imaged optically, as 

shown in Figure 3.1(b).  As expected, lower gelatin levels lead to higher optical dose sensitivity.  

Therefore, when using optical imaging, lowering the gelatin concentration is recommended 

(along with reduced %T) to produce gels with adequate sensitivity and less light scattering.  Note 

that the lack of dose response at low doses for Figure 3.1(b) is assumed to be due to oxygen 

inhibition.  Table 3.1 provides the dose sensitivities of the three gel dosimeters of varying gelatin 

concentrations using both optical and x-ray CT imaging.  Based on the results in Figure 3.1(a), 

the amount of gelatin in the recipes used for subsequent experiments (involving different NIPAM 

and Bis concentrations) was set at 3 % gelatin by weight.  No further optical experiments were 

performed.  Recently Khoei et al. (2010) recommended using 7-8 mM THPC to produce less 

variability in dose sensitivity when there are small changes in THPC and oxygen levels (Khoei et 

al. 2010).  With higher THPC concentrations, the resulting gels will be even stiffer, supporting 
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the need for no more than 3 wt% gelatin to hold 3D integrity. 

 

   

 (a) (b) 

 

Figure 3.1: Effect of gelatin concentration on dose response for 6 %T, 50 %C gels imaged 

using (a) x-ray CT and (b) optical measurements.  Note that many error bars are 

hidden behind the symbols for the experimental points.  Curves are added to (b) to 

guide the eye. 

 

 

Table 3.1: Dose sensitivities (slopes) for 6 %T, 50 %C gels of different gelatin concentrations 

using x-ray CT and optical imaging. 

Recipe Dose Sensitivity 

X-ray CT (H/Gy) Optical (mm
-1
/Gy) 

1.5 % gelatin 0.26 ± 0.016 0.3347 ± 0.044 

3 % gelatin 0.32 ± 0.008 0.0693 ± 0.009 

5 % gelatin 0.30 ± 0.005 0.0409 ± 0.003 
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3.5.2 Solubility of Bis in aqueous NIPAM solutions 

The maximum solubility of NIPAM in water was determined to be ~17.8 % by weight at 34 °C, 

which is the manufacturing temperature.  Lower solubility is achieved at lower temperatures.  The 

solubility for Bis in several solutions containing NIPAM and water is shown in Figure 3.2.  The 

results in Figure 3.2 indicate that NIPAM acts as a cosolvent for Bis.  Increasing the 

concentration of NIPAM in the solution results in greater Bis solubility.  The maximum solubility 

of Bis (at 34 °C) using NIPAM as a cosolvent is approximately 5.5 % by weight, which is a 

substantial increase over the 3 % by weight solubility for Bis in water without any NIPAM. 

The resulting solubility curve was used to select the monomer concentrations in subsequent 

radiation experiments.  In these experiments, the standard gel manufacturing procedure (Koeva et 

al. 2009, Senden et al. 2006, De Deene et al. 2002, Baldock et al. 1998) was altered, in that 

NIPAM was added prior to Bis, to enable easier and faster Bis dissolution. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Solubility of Bis in aqueous NIPAM solutions at 34 °C. 
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3.5.3 Recipes with increasing monomer concentrations 

Using the results from Figure 3.1(a) and Figure 3.2, gels were prepared using 3 % gelatin with 

increased %T and with the concentration of Bis just below its corresponding solubility limit to 

enable complete Bis dissolution.  As expected, when the concentration of monomers increases, 

dose sensitivity and dose resolution improve.  Figure 3.3(a) shows that dose sensitivity was 

highest for the gel with highest %T (containing 15 % NIPAM and 4.5 % Bis by weight).  This 

gel, also had the best dose resolution (~0.1 Gy), as shown in Figure 3.3(b).  Note that there was a 

substantial improvement in both sensitivity and resolution compared with a more traditional gel 

recipe (6 %T, 50 %C), which is often used for MR imaging (Babic and Schreiner 2006, De Deene 

et al. 2006, Senden et al. 2006). 

The dose sensitivity of NIPAM-based polymer gels was previously improved through the use of 

glycerol and isopropanol as cosolvents.  Koeva et al. (2008) and Jirasek et al. (2010) showed that 

isopropanol improves the solubility of Bis.  This increased solubility enables the manufacture of 

gel phantoms with high Bis levels, resulting in improvements in dose sensitivity and resolution 

(Koeva et al. 2009, Jirasek et al. 2009, 2010).  Jirasek et al. (2010) determined that the best gel to 

date, containing 30 % isopropanol, 8 % NIPAM and 8 % Bis, exhibits enhanced dose sensitivity 

and resolution, making this gel promising for x-ray CT readout.  In Figure 3.4, the sensitivity and 

resolution of this isopropanol gel are compared with those of the highest %T gel (15 % NIPAM 

and 4.5 % Bis) from the current study.  The new high %T gel without cosolvent has similar dose 

sensitivity to the previous gel with isopropanol, but has significantly better resolution, especially 

at high doses.  Note that the isopropanol-free gel is easier to manufacture because of the reduced 

number of components.  It will be important to study the water and tissue equivalence of both of 

these gels, because the overall water concentrations are lower than in traditional 6 %T gels. 
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 (a) (b) 

 

Figure 3.3: (a) Dose response and (b) dose resolution for gels of increasing NIPAM and Bis 

concentrations with 3 % gelatin, determined by x-ray CT.  Lines are added to (b) to 

guide the eye. 

 

 

  

 (a) (b) 

 

Figure 3.4: (a) Dose response and (b) dose resolution for the highest %T (15 % NIPAM and 

4.5 % Bis) gel from the current study and for the 8 % NIPAM, 8 % Bis and 30 % 

isopropanol gel from Jirasek et al. (2010).  Lines are added to (b) to guide the eye. 
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3.6 Conclusions and recommendations 

It is shown that NIPAM improves the solubility of Bis in polymer gel dosimeters from 

approximately 3 % by weight in water to approximately 5.5 % by weight in aqueous solutions 

containing NIPAM at its solubility limit of 16.8 wt%.  Polymer gels with a reduced level of 

gelatin (3 % by weight) may show a mild benefit in dose sensitivity when imaged by x-ray CT.  

However, a substantial increase in the dose sensitivity is observed with optical imaging.  Having 

3 wt% gelatin with 5 mM THPC in the dosimeter recipe is enough to maintain adequate gel 

stiffness. 

This study shows that high %T gel dosimeters can be made without using any additional 

cosolvent, such as isopropanol or glycerol.  The new high %T gels exhibit enhanced dose 

sensitivity and dose resolution, when compared with previous gels.  The best dosimeter from our 

study, which contained ~15 % NIPAM and ~4.5 % Bis, exhibits comparable dose sensitivity and 

better dose resolution than the recent best gel by Jirasek et al. (2010), which used isopropanol as 

a cosolvent.  Use of the proposed gel recipe with x-ray CT readout holds great promise for future 

implementation in the clinic. 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusions and recommendations 

4.1 Conclusions 

In Chapter 2 of this thesis, the influence of radiation depth-dose behaviour of a number of 

clinically relevant radiation sources (Co
60

 γ-radiation, 6 and 15 MV x-ray photon beams, and 6 

MeV to 20 MeV electron beams) on polyacrylamide gel dosimeters was modelled.  The PDD data 

were converted to a convenient functional form, using cubic splines, for input to the extended 

model.  The reaction scheme was revised to include termination reactions involving gelatin 

radicals.  Further adjustments to the model were performed to better describe the new system.  A 

transformation was required to allow the model to simulate depth-dose information in a phantom 

of the desired length (10 cm).  The influences of monomer diffusion and temperature were 

investigated by simulations with and without these effects. 

From the model predictions, it was determined that monomer diffusion and temperature effects 

are of particular importance at the depth of maximum dose (dmax).  The difference in mass of 

polymer formed between simulations where diffusion effects were included or removed from the 

model, reached up to 2.60% (for Co
60

 γ-radiation) at dmax, and less for all other types of radiation.  

The diffusion of monomers from low-dose areas to high-dose areas (where monomers were more 

quickly consumed), provided an increase in polymer formed.  More monomer diffusion occurs 

when dose gradients are large (steep areas of depth-dose curves). 

Similarly, when temperature effects were included in the model, more polymer was formed over 

time, up to 1.28% for the 15 MV x-ray photon beam.  The increased polymer formation is due to 

temperature increases during irradiation and polymerization.  Higher temperatures are reached 

when the radiation penetrates more deeply into the phantom (e.g. MV photon beams), leading to 
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temperature increases of approximately 2 °C. 

The simulation results of the extended model show that when producing calibration curves based 

on radiation depth-dose information, more accurate results are obtained away from the depth of 

maximum dose, particularly for Co
60

 γ-radiation. 

Chapter 3 describes how the solubility of Bis can be increased substantially by adding larger 

quantities of NIPAM to the polymer gel dosimeter recipe.  Dosimeters manufactured using up to 

15 %NIPAM and 4.5 %Bis by weight were shown to produce significantly higher dose sensitivity 

and improved dose resolution for x-ray CT than a traditional 3 %NIPAM and 3 %Bis dosimeter.  

This increase in solubility allows for the manufacture of high %T polymer gel dosimeters without 

using an additional cosolvent such as glycerol or isopropanol in the recipe. 

The effects of gelatin concentration on polymer gel dose response were also studied in Chapter 3.  

Gels manufactured using 3 % by weight of gelatin (rather than the traditional 5 %gelatin) may 

show a mild benefit in dose response when imaged by x-ray CT.  A substantial increase in dose 

response of a dosimeter using only 3 % by weight of gelatin was observed with optical imaging.  

The resulting dosimeter with a reduced level of gelatin maintained adequate gel stiffness in the 

prepared vials. 

The new polymer gel formulation of Chapter 3 has a dose resolution of approximately 0.1 Gy, 

when imaged with x-ray CT and when receiving up to 50 Gy of radiation.  This is a significant 

improvement compared to the previous best dosimeter formulation for x-ray CT, especially high 

doses.  This improvement in dose resolution shows that the use of the proposed high %T polymer 

gel recipe, with a reduction in gelatin concentration, for x-ray CT imaging holds great promise for 

future implementation in the clinic. 
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4.2 Recommendations 

The following recommendations are made for future research on the modelling of polymer gel 

dosimeters: 

• The model should be further extended to simulate normoxic polymer gel dosimeters, 

which include the effects of the oxygen scavenger (THPC).  A better understanding of the 

interactions of THPC with all other polymer gel components (primarily reactions with 

radicals and gelatin) would be helpful for predicting dosimeter behaviour. 

• It would be beneficial to perform experiments using depth-dose information from various 

radiation sources, as a means of validating the model simulations. 

• Simulations with a higher delivered dose (e.g. 20 Gy) should be performed to investigate 

whether larger monomer diffusion and temperature effects are observed. 

• Simulations using the new proposed high %T dosimeter recipe from Chapter 3 should be 

investigated. 

• An extended model should be developed to investigate the influence of monomer 

diffusion on depth-dose behaviour in 2D.  This will allow for radial diffusion, which is a 

more accurate representation of a delivered pencil beam of radiation. 

 

The following recommendations are made for future research on polymer gel dosimeter recipe 

improvement: 

• Further experiments should be performed to determine the accuracy and reproducibility 

of the new high %T polymer gel dosimeter recipe using NIPAM as a cosolvent for Bis. 

• The spatial resolution of the new polymer gel dosimeter recipe should be investigated 

using a large (1 L) phantom with non-uniform irradiation (perhaps using overlapping 

radiation pencil beams).  These results will be important to confirm the effectiveness of 
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the new recipe and to determine whether the reduction of gelatin to 3% is advisable using 

a larger phantom.  The new recipe can then be better compared with the current best 

dosimeter by Jirasek et al. (2010). 
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Appendix A 

List of assumptions 

Table A.1 lists the assumptions made in the development of the extended model. 

 

Table A.1: List of assumptions made in the development of the kinetic model. 

1) The reactivity of the growing polymer chains depends only on the terminal molecule 

bonded to the radical (terminal model). 

2) The system is composed of two different types of radicals: those on small molecules 

(with high mobility in the aqueous and polymer phases) and those on long-crosslinked 

molecules (immobile in the polymer phase). 

3) Seven-membered ring cyclization is the dominant mode of intramolecular crosslinking. 

4) No degradation of the polymer by radiation occurs. 

5) No oxygen or other impurities that consume radicals are present in the reacting mixture. 

6) The reactivities of double bonds on the acrylamide and bisacrylamide monomers are 

equal (Tobita and Hamielec 1990).  The reactivity of radicals bearing the active center on 

a bisacrylamide unit is lower (by a factor w) than those on an acrylamide, due to the 

shielding effect of the long un-reacted pendant vinyl group. It is assumed that the chain 

transfer rates are proportional to the rates of propagation, i.e., $�:%(/�:%%) �$��%(/��%%).  Terminal double bonds formed by chain transfer and termination reactions 

are assumed to behave like PDBs. 

7) Heat effects associated with precipitation of the polymer are neglected.  Heat generated 

by the absorption of radiation by water is negligible (in water alone 1Gy increases the 

temperature by 10
-4

 °C). 

8) Volume changes due to changes in density during polymerization are neglected. 

9) Due to the high concentration of water in the system, ionizing radiation interacts with 

water to produce free radicals that subsequently react with monomers and gelatin (Myers 

1973).  The direct action of radiation on the monomers and gelatin is neglected.  The 

three main types of primary radicals generated (cdef , H· and OH·) are assumed to have 

equal reactivities and to react very quickly with dissolved monomer. 

10) The system is composed of two different types of polymeric radicals: small linear 

molecules that remain soluble in the aqueous phase and larger cross-linked molecules that 

precipitate from solution (Durmaz and Okay 2000; Lepage et al. 2001d).  When a linear 

polymeric radical in the aqueous phase reacts with a PDB or a terminal double bond on 

another polymer molecule, the polymer forms a microgel which precipitates.  This 

assumption is a special case of the numerical fractionation technique proposed by 

Teymour and Campbell (1994), wherein the first generation of cross-linked polymer is 

enough to form a gel. 
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11) All linear polymer chains in the aqueous phase (both growing radicals and dead polymer 

chains) have similar numbers of PDBs and cyclized units.  When a growing radical in the 

aqueous phase precipitates, the PDBs and cyclized units on it are transferred to the 

polymer phase.  All new PDBs that are formed by the growing crosslinked radical are 

assumed to be in the precipitated polymer phase.  Only a fraction of the new PDBs 

generated in the precipitated polymer phase are available for reaction with radicals in the 

aqueous phase. 

12) Reactions in the aqueous phase are assumed to be chemically controlled and the 

propagation rate constant does not depend on the relative amounts of water and 

monomers, as has been shown for some water-soluble vinyl monomers (Gromov et al. 

1980).  However, due to the high degree of crosslinking within the precipitated polymer 

phase, all reactions in the polymer phase are modelled as if they were diffusionally 

controlled. 

13) Radicals that have undergone primary cyclization reactions following the addition of 

bisacrylamide have the same reactivity as radicals with terminal acrylamide units 

(Fuxman et al. 2003). 

14) In the aqueous phase, concentration gradients develop due to diffusion of monomers and 

radicals. Gelatin is assumed to be immobile. Within each microgel in the polymer phase, 

the concentration of monomers and polymeric species are assumed to be uniform. 

15) Concentration and temperature gradients are only in one dimension. It is assumed that the 

top and bottom of the reaction vessel are insulated. 

16) Gelatin is not consumed. The concentration of gelatin in both phases is assumed to be the 

same. 
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Appendix B 

Reaction mechanisms 

Table B.1 lists reaction mechanisms occurring after generation of primary radicals by water 

radiolysis. 

 

Table B.1: Reaction scheme. 

Aqueous Phase  Polymer Phase  

Initiation  Initiation  

�2PR·�� :d�=234 i. 2 PR·� (B.1a) �2PR·�� :d�=234 i. 2 PR·� (B.1b) 

PR·� ! �%� -WkW/234 &%,'�  (B.2a) PR·� ! �%�
-WkW/234 &%� (B.2b) 

PR·� ! �(� -WkW0234 &(,'�  (B.3a) PR·� ! �(�
-WkW0234 &(� (B.3b) 

Propagation  Propagation  

&%,'� ! �%�
- //1234 &%,'l%�  (B.4a) �%� ! �%�

- // 234 �%� (B.4b) 

&%,'� ! �(�
- /01234 &(,'l%�  (B.5a) �%� ! �(�

- /0 234 �(� (B.5b) 

&(,'� ! �%�
- 0/1234 &%,'l%� ! PDB�� (B.6a) �(� ! �%�

- 0/ 234 �%� ! m5n�� (B.6b) 

&(,'� ! �(�
- 001234 &(,'l%� ! PDB�� (B.7a) �(� ! �(�

- 00 234 �(� ! m5n�� (B.7b) 

  ��� ! �%�
- 0/ 234 �%� (B.8b) 

  ��� ! �(�
- 00 234 �(� (B.9b) 

Cyclization  Cyclization  

&(,'� -o124 &%,'� ! \� (B.10a) �(�
-o124 �%� ! \� (B.10b) 

Cross-linking  Cross-linking  

&%,'� ! PDB�� -p/124 &�,'� ! q� (B.12a) &%� ! PDB�7 -p/′
6234 ��� ! q7 (B.11b) 

&(,'� ! PDB�� -p0124 &�,'� ! q� ! PDB�� (B.11a) &(� ! PDB�7 -p0′
6234 ��� ! q7 ! PDB�7 (B.12b) 

  �%� ! PDB�7 -p/624 ��� ! q7 (B.13b) 

  �(� ! PDB�7 -p0624 ��� ! q7 ! PDB�7 (B.14b) 
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Transfer to monomer  Transfer to monomer  

&%,'� ! �%�
-r//1234 &%,%� ! 5'� ! PDB�� (B.15a) �%� ! �%s

-r//1234 &%� ! 5� ! PDB�� (B.15b) 

&%,'� ! �(�
-r/01234 &(,%� ! 5'� ! PDB�� (B.16a) �%� ! �(�

-r/01234 &(� ! 5� ! PDB�� (B.16b) 

&(,'� ! �%�
-r0/1234 &%,%� ! 5'� ! 2PDB�� (B.17a) �(� ! �%�

-r0/1234 &%� ! 5� ! 2PDB�� (B.17b) 

&(,'� ! �(�
-r001234 &(,%� ! 5'� ! 2PDB�� (B.18a) �(� ! �(s

-r001234 &(� ! 5� ! 2PDB�� (B.18b) 

Termination by disproportionation  Termination by disproportionation  

&%,'� ! &%,�̀ -.//1234 5'� ! 5�̀ ! PDB�� (B.19a) �%� ! �%�
-.//6234 257 ! PDB�7 (B.19b) 

&%,'� ! &(,�̀ -./01234 5'� ! 5�̀ ! 2PDB�� (B.20a) �%� ! �(�
-./06234 257 ! 2PDB�7 (B.20b) 

&(,'� ! &(,�̀ -.001234 5'� ! 5�̀ ! 3PDB�� (B.21a) �(� ! �(�
-.006234 257 ! 3PDB�7 (B.21b) 

Reactions with Gelatin  Reactions with Gelatin  

Termination with gelatin  Termination with gelatin  

&%,'� ! , ·� -./01234 5'� (B.22a) �%� ! , ·� -./06234 57 (B.22b) 

&(,'� ! , ·� -.001234 5'� ! PDB�� (B.23a) �(� ! , ·� -.006234 57 ! PDB�7 (B.23b) 

Transfer to gelatin  Transfer to gelatin  

&%,'� ! ,� -rw/1234 5'� ! B, ·� (B.24a) �%� ! ,7 -rw/6234 57 ! B, ·� (B.24b) 

&(,'� ! ,� -rw01234 5'� ! B, ·� ! PDB�� (B.25a) �(� ! ,7 -rw06234 57 ! B, ·� ! PDB�7 (B.25b) 

Re-initiation  Re-initiation  

, ·� ! �%�
- w/1234 &%,'� ! ,� (B.26a) , ·� ! �%7

- w/6234 �%� ! ,7 (B.26b) 

, ·� ! �(�
- w01234 &(,'� ! ,� (B.27a) , ·� ! �(7

- w06234 �(� ! ,7 (B.27b) 

Transfer between phases    

&�,'� �`�;9�.23334 ��� (B.29)   

PDB�� , \� , q� �`�;9�.23334 PDB�7 , \7 , q7 (B.28)   

�%�
xy/z{| �%7 (B.30)   

�(�
xy0z{| �(7 (B.31)   

H2O� Φ}0~z{| H2O� (B.32)   

,� xw� ,7 (B.33)   
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Appendix C 

Reaction rate equations 

Table C.1 lists expressions for all reaction rates used in the species balances, developed from the 

kinetic scheme given in Table B.1. 

 

Table C.1: Reaction rates. 

��PR·1� � �2�fast��PR·��� (C.1a) 

�PR·1 � 2i�fast��PR·��� � �PR·����9'9%��%�� ! �9'9(��(��� (C.2a) 

�8/1 � #�9'9%�PR·����%�� ! $��(%� ! �:(%� )�&(����%�� ! �;��&(�� ! ��<%� �, ·����%��*� #�=%(� �, ·���&%�� ! $��%(� ! �:%(� )�&%����(�� ! ��%� �&%���PDB���! 2�=%%� �&%��( ! �=%(� �&(���&%�� ! �:<%� �,���&%��* 

(C.3a) 

�801 � #�9'9(�PR·����(�� ! $��%(� ! �:%(� )�&%����(�� ! ��<(� �, ·����(��*� #�=((� �, ·���&(�� ! �;��&(�� ! $��(%� ! �:(%� )�&(����%��! ��(� �&(���PDB��� ! 2�=((� �&(��( ! �=%(� �&(���&%�� ! �:<(� �,���&(��* 

(C.4a) 

�N/1 � ���%��$�9'9%�PR·�� ! $��%%� ! �:%%� )�&%�� ! $��(%� ! �:(%� )�&(�� ! ��<%� �, ·��) (C.5a) 

�N01 � ���(��$�9'9(�PR·�� ! $��%(� ! �:%(� )�&%�� ! $��((� ! �:((� )�&(�� ! ��<(� �, ·��) (C.6a) 

�PDB�1 � #$��(%� ! 2�:(%� )�&(����%�� ! $��((� ! 2�:((� )�&(����(�� ! �=%%� �&%��(
! �=((� �,·���&(�� ! 2�=%(� �&(���&%�� ! 3�=((� �&(��( ! �:<(� �,���&(��! $�:%%� ��%�� ! �:%(� ��(��)�&%��*� ���%� �&%�� ! ��(� �&(����PDB����1 ! "PDB� 

(C.7a) 

�<·1 � �,��$ B�:<%� �&%�� ! B�:<(� �&(��)� #�, ·��$��<%� ��%�� ! ��<(� ��(�� ! �=%(� �&%�� ! �=((� �&(��)* 
(C.8a) 

�Rk1 � ��%��$�:%%� �&%�� ! �:(%� �&(��) ! ��(��$�:%(� �&%�� ! �:((� �&(��) ! 2�=%%� �&%��(
! 2�=%(� �&(���&%�� ! 2�=((� �&(��( ! �,��$�:<%� �&%�� ! �:<(� �&(��) 

(C.9a) 
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��PR·p� � �2�fast��PR·p�� (C.1b) 

�PR· � 2i�fast��PR·��� � �PR·��$�9'9%��%�� ! �9'9(��(��) (C.2b) 

�C/ � #��%7�$��(%7 ��(�� ! ��(%7 ����� ! ��<%7 �, ·��) ! �;7��(��*
� D��%(7 ��(7���%�� ! ��%7 �PDB�7���%�� ! $�:%%7 ��%�� ! �:%(7 ��(��)��%��
! 2�=%%7 ��%��( ! �=%(7 ��%����(�� ! �=%(7 ��%���, ·�� ! �:<%7 ��%���,7�E 

(C.3b) 

�C0 � ��(7�$��%(7 ��%�� ! ��((7 ����� ! ��<(7 �,·��)
� D�;7��(�� ! ��(%7 ��%7���(�� ! ��(7 �PDB�7���(��
! $�:(%7 ��%�� ! �:((7 ��(��)��(�� ! 2�=((7 ��(��( ! �=%(7 ��%����(��
! �=((7 ��(���, ·�� ! �:<(7 ��(���,7�E 

(C.4b) 

�N/6 � ���%7� �$��%%7 ! �:%%7 )��%�� ! $��(%7 ! �:(%7 )��(�� ! ��(%7 ����� ! ��<%7 �, ·��� (C.5b) 

�N06 � ���(7� �$��((7 ! �:((7 )��(�� ! $��%(7 ! �:%(7 )��%�� ! ��((7 ����� ! ��<(7 �, ·��� (C.6b) 

�
PDB�6 � D$��(%7 ! 2�:(%7 )��%7���(�� ! $��((7 ! 2�:((7 )��(7���(�� ! �=%%7 ��%��(

! �=((7 �,·����(�� ! 2�=%(7 ��(����%�� ! 3�=((7 ��(��( ! �:<(7 �,7���(��E
! $�:%%7 ��%�� ! �:%(7 ��(��)��%�� � $��%7 ��%�� ! ��%′

7 �&%��)�PDB��� 
(C.7b) 

�<· � #�,7�$ B�:<%7 ��%�� ! B�:<(7 ��(��)*� #�, ·�����<%7 ��%7� ! ��<(7 ��(7� ! �=%(7 ��%�� ! �=((7 ��(���* 
(C.8b) 

�8/ � �9'9%�PR·����%�� ! $�:%%7 ��%�� ! �:(%7 ��(��)��%7� � ��%′
7 �&%���PDB��� (C.9b) 

�80 � �9'9(�PR·����(�� ! $�:%(7 ��%�� ! �:((7 ��(��)��(7� � ��(′
7 �&(���PDB��� (C.10b) 

�C� � $��%7 ��%�� ! ��%′
7 �&%�� ! ��(7 ��(�� ! ��(′

7 �&(��)�PDB�7�
� �����$��(%7 ��%7� ! ��((7 ��(7�) 

(C.11b) 
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�V/,/ � #�9'9%�PR·���%�� ! ��%%� S,%��%�� ! ��(%� $S,( ! S%,()��%�� ! �;�S%,(! ��<%� �, ·����%�� ! $�:%%� S,% ! �:(%� S,()��%��*� #S%,%$��%(� ��(�� ! ��%� �m5n��� ! 2�=%%� S,% ! �=%(� S,( ! �:<%� �,��! �:%%� ��%�� ! �:%(� ��(��)* 

(C.1c) 

�V/,0 � #�9'9(�PR·���(�� ! ��((� S,(��(�� ! ��%(� $S,% ! S%,%)��(�� ! ��<(� �, ·����(��
! $�:((� S,( ! �:%(� S,%)��(��*� #�;�S%,(! S%,($��(%� ��%�� ! ��(� �m5n��� ! 2�=((� S,( ! �=%(� S,% ! �:<(� �,��! �:((� ��(�� ! �:(%� ��%��)* 

(C.2c) 

�V0,/ � #�9'9%�PR·���%�� ! ��%%� $2S%,% ! S,%)��%�� ! ��(%� $S,( ! 2S%,( ! S(,()��%��
! �;�S%,( ! ��<%� �,·����%�� ! $�:%%� S,% ! �:(%� S,()��%��*� #S(,%$��%(� ��(�� ! ��%� �m5n��� ! 2�=%%� S,% ! �=%(� S,( ! �:<%� �,��! �:%%� ��%�� ! �:%(� ��(��)* 

(C.3c) 

�V0,0 � #�9'9(�PR·���(�� ! ��((� $2S%,( ! S,()��(�� ! ��%(� $S,% ! 2S%,% ! S(,%)��(��
! ��<(� �, ·����(�� ! $�:((� S,( ! �:%(� S,%)��(��*� #�;�S(,(! S(,($��(%� ��%�� ! ��(� �m5n��� ! 2�=((� S,( ! �=%(� S,% ! �:<(� �,��! �:((� ��(�� ! �:(%� ��%��)* 

(C.4c) 

�] � #��%��$�9'9%�PR·�� ! ��%%� �&%�� ! ��(%� �&(�� ! ��<%� �, ·��)! ��(��$�9'9(�PR·�� ! ��%(� �&%�� ! ��((� �&(�� ! ��<(� �, ·��)! ���%� �&%�� ! ��(� �&(����PDB��� ! �;��&(��*�! #��%7�$��%%� ��%�� ! ��(%� ��(�� ! ��(%� ����� ! ��<%� �, ·��) ! �;���(��! ��(s�$��%(� ��%�� ! ��((� ��(�� ! ��((� ����� ! ��<(� �, ·��)! $��%� ��%�� ! ��%′
7 �&%�� ! ��(� ��(�� ! ��(′

7 �&(��)�PDB���*�1 � �� 

(C.5c) 
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Appendix D 

Parameter estimates 

Table D.1 lists parameters required for polymer gel dosimeter simulations. 

 

Table D.1: List of parameters used in the extended model. 

Parameter Value Description Units Source 

�9'9/ ≈ 1 × 10
10 

Initiation rate constant for 

reaction between primary radical 

and monomer. 

L mol
-1

 s
-1 

[1] 

��//  1.65 × 10
6 
exp (-

2743/RT) 

Propagation rate coefficient in 

the absence of diffusion control. 

L mol
-1

 s
-1

 [2] 

��� 3.676 × 10
-3

 Propagation of gelatin-centred 

radicals 

Lmol
-1

 s
-1

 [10] 

�://  9.55 × 10
6 
exp (-

10438/RT) 

Rate coefficient for transfer 

reaction between a macroradical 

and monomer. 

L mol
-1

 s
-1

 [2] 

�:� 0.02825 Chain transfer to gelatin L mol
-1

 s
-1

 [10] 

�=//  (1532 exp (-

741/RT))
2 

Bimolecular termination rate 

coefficient in the absence of 

diffusion control. 

L mol
-1

 s
-1

 [2] 

�; 1.1495 × 10
4
 Primary cyclization s

-1
 [10] 

��// /��/0�  0.5  - [3] 

��00 /��0/  2  - [3] 

θ 0.929993 Fraction of gelatin-centred 

radicals that can propagate 
 [10] 

�N/ 5.02 × 10
-8 

Lennard-Jones diameter of 

acrylamide monomer. 

cm [4,5] 
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Parameter Value Description Units Source 

�N0 6.42 × 10
-8 

Lennard-Jones diameter of 

bisacrylamide monomer. 

cm [4,5] 

�% 1.54 × 10
-8 

Mean distance travelled by a 

radical when an acrylamide 

monomer unit is added.  

cm [6] 

5N/�  4 × 10
-6 

Diffusivity in the water phase of 

acrylamide monomer. 

cm
2
 s

-1 
[7] 

5�0��  1.5 × 10
-5 

Diffusivity in the water phase of 

water. 

cm
2
 s

-1
 [7] 

\� 4184 Heat capacity of the PAG gel 

system. 

J kg
-1

 K
-1 

[8] 

�∆_� 81500 Enthalpy of the reaction. J mol
-1 

[2] 

�;�'�(°�  5.98 × 10
-3 

Thermal conductivity in the 

PAG gel dosimeter at 20°C. 

J cm
-1

 K
-1

 s
-1 

[7] 

h 5 × 10
-3 

Heat transfer coefficient for heat 

transfer from the PAG to the 

surrounding environment. 

J cm
-2

 K
-1

 s
-1

 [9] 

,$���l�·l��·)� 6.27 × 10
-7 

Chemical yield of H
●
, e

-
aq or 

OH
● 

mol J
-1 

[8] 

���� 0.1 Fraction of pendant vinyl groups 

in polymer phase that can 

crosslink with aqueous-phase 

radicals. 

- [7] 

��0� 0.6817 Partition coefficient for water 

between polymer and aqueous 

phases 

mol/Lpol

mol/Laq

 
[10] 

�P 0.0881 Partition coefficient for 

monomers between polymer and 

aqueous phases 

mol/Lpol

mol/Laq

 
[10] 
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Parameter Value Description Units Source 

ƒ 0.5 Radical efficiency in aqueous 

phase. 

- [7] 

5N/1 1.0 × 10
-11

 Diffusivity of acrylamide in 

polymer phase. 

cm
2
 s

-1
 [7] 

5N01 3/4 5N/1 Diffusivity of bisacrylamide in 

polymer phase. 

cm
2
 s

-1
 [7] 

��/  ��%%  Rate constant for reaction 

between a macroradical bearing 

the active radical on a 

acrylamide unit and un-reacted 

double bond. 

L mol
-1

s
-1

 [7] 

5PR1 10 5N/1 Dead primary radicals in the 

aqueous phase. 

cm
2
 s

-1
 [7] 

58/1 Varied from 5N/1 

to 0 

Dead polymer chain bearing the 

active radical on an acrylamide 

unit. 

cm
2
 s

-1
 [7] 

5801 58/1 Dead polymer chain bearing the 

active radical on a bisacrylamide 

unit. 

cm
2
 s

-1
 [7] 

�( 2 �% Mean distance travelled by a 

radical when a bisacrylamide 

monomer unit is added. 

cm [7] 

�� 1 Ratio of the concentration of 

gelatin in the polymer phase 

over its concentration in aqueous 

phase.  

- [7] 

ν 2 Ratio of reactivity of radicals 

with terminal acrylamide to 

radicals with bisacrylamide 

- [7] 
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Appendix E 

Summary of model extensions 

Table E.1 summarizes all of the additions and modifications made to the reaction scheme and 

equations of the Fuxman et al. (2005) model, prior to the coordinate transformation, during the 

development of the extended model. 

 

 

Table E. 1: List of extensions and modifications to the previous Fuxman et al. (2005) model. 

Boundary Conditions  

�cond
����	
�� � ��� � ��� 

(E.31) 

PDEs  

���PR·��
�� � Γ�	���PR·��H2O���,H2O � ��PR·� � ��PR·��

� ����  
(E.32) 

��PDB����� � �PDB� ! "PDB#$��%� �&%,'� � ! ��(� �&(,'� �)��PDB����* ��1 � �� ! �PDB����1 � �� ����  
(E.33) 

Reaction Mechanisms  

&%,'� ! , ·� -./01234 5'� 
(E.34) 

&(,'� ! , ·� -.001234 5'� ! PDB�� 
(E.35) 

�%� ! , ·� -./06234 57 
(E.36) 

�(� ! , ·� -.006234 57 ! PDB�7 
(E.37) 
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Reaction Rates  

�8/1 � #�9%�PR·����%�� ! $��(%� ! �:(%� )�&(����%�� ! �;��&(�� ! ��<%� �, ·����%��*� #�=%(� �, ·���&%�� ! $��%(� ! �:%(� )�&%����(�� ! ��%� �&%���PDB���! 2�=%%� �&%��( ! �=%(� �&(���&%�� ! �:<%� �,���&%��* 

LE.38

) 

�801 � #�9(�PR·����(�� ! $��%(� ! �:%(� )�&%����(�� ! ��<(� �,·����(��*� #�=((� �, ·���&(�� ! �;��&(�� ! $��(%� ! �:(%� )�&(����%��! ��(� �&(���PDB��� ! 2�=((� �&(��( ! �=%(� �&(���&%�� ! �:<(� �,���&(��* 

(E.39) 

�PDB�1 � #$��(%� ! 2�:(%� )�&(����%�� ! $��((� ! 2�:((� )�&(����(�� ! �=%%� �&%��(
! �=((� �,·���&(�� ! 2�=%(� �&(���&%�� ! 3�=((� �&(��( ! �:<(� �,���&(��! $�:%%� ��%�� ! �:%(� ��(��)�&%��*� ���%� �&%�� ! ��(� �&(����PDB����1 ! "PDB� 

(E.40) 

�<·1 � #�,��$ B�:<%� �&%�� ! B�:<(� �&(��)*� #�, ·��$��<%� ��%�� ! ��<(� ��(�� ! �=%(� �&%�� ! �=((� �&(��)* 

(E.41) 

�C/ � #��%7�$��(%7 ��(�� ! ��(%7 ����� ! ��<%7 �, ·��) ! �;7��(��*
� D��%(7 ��(7���%�� ! ��%7 �PDB�7���%�� ! $�:%%7 ��%�� ! �:%(7 ��(��)��%��
! 2�=%%7 ��%��( ! �=%(7 ��%����(�� ! �=%(7 ��%���, ·�� ! �:<%7 ��%���,7�E 

(E.42) 

�C0 � #��(7�$��%(7 ��%�� ! ��((7 ����� ! ��<(7 �, ·��)*
� D�;7��(�� ! ��(%7 ��%7���(�� ! ��(7 �PDB�7���(��
! $�:(%7 ��%�� ! �:((7 ��(��)��(�� ! 2�=((7 ��(��( ! �=%(7 ��%����(��
! �=((7 ��(���, ·�� ! �:<(7 ��(���,7�E 

(E.43) 

�
PDB�6 � D$��(%7 ! 2�:(%7 )��%7���(�� ! $��((7 ! 2�:((7 )��(7���(�� ! �=%%7 ��%��(

! �=((7 �,·����(�� ! 2�=%(7 ��(����%�� ! 3�=((7 ��(��( ! �:<(7 �,7���(��E
! $�:%%7 ��%�� ! �:%(7 ��(��)��%�� � #$��%7 ��%�� ! ��%�7 �&%��)�PDB���* 

(E.44) 

�<· � #�,7�$ B�:<%7 ��%�� ! B�:<(7 ��(��)*� #�, ·�����<%7 ��%7� ! ��<(7 ��(7� ! �=%(7 ��%�� ! �=((7 ��(���* 

(E.45) 
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Appendix F 

Cubic spline fits 

 

Figures F.1 to F.5 shows the accuracy of the cubic spline fits to their respective radiation depth-

dose data.  Each cublic spline is nearly a perfect match to its experimental depth-dose data. 

 

 

 

Figure F.1: Plot comparing PDD data and spline fit for Co
60

 γ-radiation. 
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Figure F.2: Plot comparing PDD data and spline fit for 6 MeV and 9 MeV electron radiations. 

 

 

 

Figure F.3: Plot comparing PDD data and spline fit for 16 MeV electron radiation. 
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Figure F.4: Plot comparing PDD data and spline fit for 20 MeV electron radiation. 

 

 

 

Figure F.5: Plot comparing PDD data and spline fit for 6 MV and 15 MV photon radiations. 
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Appendix G 

Transformed balance equations 

To properly investigate depth-dose behaviour, a large depth (x = db) is considered for the 

horizontal axis.  However, the VLUGR2 algorithm solves partial differential equations (PDEs) on 

a spatial domain where the horizontal axis (w) extends from 0 to 1.  Therefore, a coordinate 

transformation is used to solve the system of PDEs presented in Chapter 2.  All terms within the 

PDEs which contained the original x coordinate were replaced by the transformed variable w.  

The following equations describe the relationship between the original (x) and transformed (w) 

coordinates. 

F � 	GH 

�F�	 � 1GH 

The PDEs in the extended model contain first and second derivatives with respect to x, which 

need to be transformed.  The following is an example of a first derivative transformation of a 

random variable Ψ. 

�Ψ�	 � �Ψ�F · �F�	 � �Ψ�F · 1GH 

A second derivative transformation on the same variable Ψ is shown below. 

�(Ψ�	( � � ��Ψ�	 �
�	 � � ��Ψ�F · �F�	 �

�F �F�	 � � J�Ψ�F · 1GHK
�F 1GH 

� �(Ψ�	( � J 1GHK( �(Ψ�F( 

Transformations on first and second derivatives of all PDEs are implemented.  Below shows the 

original and transformed PDEs on acrylamide concentration. 
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���%��
�� � 5N/1 L1� ���	 ���%��

�	 ! �(��%��
�	( M ! �N/1 � �O L��%�� � ��%��

ΦP/
M � ��%��

� ����  

���%��
�� � 5N/1 J 1GHK( L1� ���F ���%��

�F ! �(��%��
�F( M ! �N/1 � �O L��%�� � ��%��

ΦP/
M � ��%��

� ����  

 

Table G.1 and Table G.2 list all transformed species balance equations, in the aqueous and 

polymer phases, used in the extended model.  Table G.3 lists overall balance equations and Table 

G.4 lists transformed boundary conditions for the extended model. 
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Table G.1: Species balance equations for the aqueous phase of the transformed extended model. 

���PR·w��
�� � Γ�F���PR·1��H2O����,H2O � ��PR·w� � ��PR·w��

� ����  
(G.1a) 

��PR·��
�� � 5PR· J 1GHK( L1� ���F ��PR·��

�F ! �(�PR·��
�F( M ! �PR·1 � �PR·��

� ����  
(G.2a) 

��&%��
�� � 58/1 J 1GHK( L1� ���F ��&%��

�F ! �(�&%��
�F( M ! �8/1 � �&%��

� ����  
(G.3a) 

��&(��
�� � 5801 J 1GHK( L1� ���F ��&(��

�F ! �(�&(��
�F( M ! �801 � �&(��

� ����  
(G.4a) 

���%��
�� � 5N/1 J 1GHK( L1� ���F ���%��

�F ! �(��%��
�F( M ! �N/1 � �O L��%�� � ��%��ΦP/

M
� ��%��

� ����  

(G.5a) 

���(��
�� � 5N01 J 1GHK( L1� ���F ���(��

�F ! �(��(��
�F( M ! �N01 � �O L��(�� � ��(��

ΦP0
M

� ��(��
� ����  

(G.6a) 

��PDB���
�� � 5PDBQ J 1GHK( L1� ���F ��PDB���

�F ! �(�PDB���
�F( M ! �PDB�1 � �PDB���

� ����  
(G.7a) 

��, ·��
�� � �<·1 � �, ·��

� ����  
(G.8a) 

��H2O��
�� � 5H2O

1 J 1GHK( L1� ���F ��H2O��
�F ! �(�H2O��

�F( M � �O L�H2O�� � �H2O��
ΦH2O

M
� �H2O��

� ����  

(G.9a) 

��5��
�� � 5R1 J 1GHK( L1� ���F ��5��

�F ! �(�5��
�F( M ! �R1 � �5��

� ����  
(G.10a) 
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Table G.2: Species balance equations for the polymer phase of the transformed extended model. 

���PR·���
�� � Γ�F��$PR· )�H2O����,H2O ! ��PR·p� ! ��PR·����1 � �� ����  

(G.1b) 

��PR·��
�� � �PR· ! �PR·���1 � �� ����  

(G.2b) 

���%���� � �C/ ! ��%���1 � �� ����  
(G.3b) 

���(���� � �C0 ! ��(���1 � �� ����  
(G.4b) 

���%���� � �N/ ! �O ��1 � �� L��%�� � ��%��
ΦP/

M ! ��%���1 � �� ����  
(G.5b) 

���(���� � �N0 ! �O ��1 � �� L��(�� � ��(��
ΦP0

M ! ��(���1 � �� ����  
(G.6b) 

��PDB����� � �7R�� ! "PDB���%� �&%�� ! ��(� �&(����PDB��� ��1 � �� ! �PDB����1 � �� ����  
(G.7b) 

��, ·��
�� � �<· ! �, ·���1 � �� ����  

(G.8b) 

��H2O��
�� � �O ��1 � �� L�H2O�� � �H2O��

ΦH2O

M ! �H2O���1 � �� ����  
(G.9b) 

��&%���� � �8/ ! �&%���1 � �� ����  
(G.10b) 

��&(���� � �80 ! �&(���1 � �� ����  
(G.11b) 

�������� � �C� ! ���%� �&%�� ! ��(� �&(����PDB��� ��1 � �� ! ������1 � �� ����  
(G.12b) 
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Table G.3: Overall balance equations for the transformed extended model. 

��\�
�� � �;��&(��� ! �;���(���1 � �� 

(G.1c) 

��q�
�� � ���%� �&%�� ! ��(� �&(����PDB����

! $��%� ��%�� ! ��%�� �&%�� ! ��(� ��(�� ! ��(�� �&(��)�PDB����1 � �� 

(G.2c) 

����
�� � �$��%� �&%��&��,% ! ��(� �&(��&��,()�PDB��� d¡� � �O L��%�� � ��%��

ΦP/
M � ��,N/[N/

� �O L��(�� � ��(��
ΦP0

M � ��,N0[N0
� �O L�H2O�� � �H2O��

ΦH2O

M � ��,H2O[H2O

! �,�� ��,<[<
����  

(G.3c) 

where &��,% � S(,%S%,% , &��,( � S(,(S%,( 
 

and  d¡ � ¢��,N/$[N/)f%�\%� ! ��,N0$[N0)f%�\(�
��\%� ! �\(�� £ 

 

�S,%�� � ��&%��
��  

(G.4c) 

�S,(�� � ��&%��
��  

(G.5c) 

�S9,T�� � 58U1 J 1GHK( L1� ���F �S9,T�F ! �(S9,T�F( M ! �VW,U � S9,T� ����      for X � 1, 2;  Z � 1, 2 
(G.6c) 

��\%�
�� � ��N/1 � �\%�

� ����  
(G.7c) 

��\(�
�� � ��N01 � �\(�

� ����  
(G.8c) 

���� � L�cond[\� M J 1GHK( �(��F( ! �] ��∆_`�[\�  
(G.9c) 
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Table G.4: Boundary conditions for the transformed extended model. 

���PR·��
�F ¤

��
� ���PR·��

�F ¤
��%

� 0 
(G.1d) 

���&%��
�F ¤

��
� ���&%��

�F ¤
��%

� 0 
(G.2d) 

���&(��
�F ¤

��
� ���&(��

�F ¤
��%

� 0 
(G.3d) 

����%��
�F ¤

��
� ����%��

�F ¤
��%

� 0 
(G.4d) 

����(��
�F ¤

��
� ����(��

�F ¤
��%

� 0 
(G.5d) 

���PDB���
�F ¤

��
� ���PDB���

�F ¤
��%

� 0 
甄G.6d

) 

���H2O��
�F ¤

��
� ���H2O��

�F ¤
��%

� 0 
(G.7d) 

��S%,%�F 
�� � ��S%,%�F 
��% � 0 
(G.8d) 

��S%,(�F 
�� � ��S%,(�F 
��% � 0 
(G.9d) 

��S(,%�F 
�� � ��S(,%�F 
��% � 0 
(G.10d) 

��S(,(�F 
�� � ��S(,(�F 
��% � 0 
(G.11d) 

�cond
����F J 1GHK
�� � ��cond

����F J 1GHK
��% � ��� � ��� 
(G.12d) 
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Appendix H 

Experimental procedure 

This appendix includes a more practical step-by-step approach of the experimental procedures, in 

addition to the information provided throughout this thesis.  The following procedure (Table H.2) 

was used in the general preparation of the improved polymer gel dosimeter recipe for optical 

imaging of this thesis.  Table H.1 lists materials used in the preparation of the polymer gels. 

 

 

Table H.1: List of materials used in the preparation of the gels. 

List of Materials 

Erlenmeyer flasks 

Graduated cylinders 

Magnetic stir bars 

PARAFILM® 

Aluminum foil 

Pasteur pipettes 

Eppendorf pipette 

Weighing dishes 

Scoopulas and spatulas 

Plastic powder funnel 

Heating/Stirring Plate 
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Table H.2: Gel preparation. 

1) Always prepare the polymer gel in the fume hood and wear personal safety equipment 

(i.e. wear goggles, gloves, lab coat) 

2) Add the porcine gelatin to a clean Erlenmeyer flask and let it swell over 10-15 minutes 

with the total amount of water at room temperature without stirring. 

3) Heat and stir the swollen gelatin solution in a water bath held at 40 °C until the gelatin is 

fully dissolved (using a magnetic heater/stirrer plate). 

4) Cool the gelatin solution to 34 °C before adding NIPAM.  Continue to stir until the 

NIPAM has fully dissolved. 

5) Once the NIPAM has fully dissolved, add Bis and stir until the Bis fully dissolves. 

6) Once the Bis has fully dissolved, cool the resulting solution to 30 °C before adding 

THPC (using an Eppendorf pipette) and stirring for another couple of minutes. 

7) Transfer the final solution from the Erlenmeyer flask to a set of plastic cuvettes using a 

Pasteur pipette, and cap the cuvettes. 

8) Tightly seal the cuvettes with PARAFILM® around the lid to prevent oxygen diffusion 

and then wrap the cuvettes in aluminum foil to prevent photo-initiated polymerization. 

9) Place all the filled cuvettes in a plastic zip-lock bag, purge with nitrogen gas and store in 

a covered environment to allow the gel to set (a refrigerator may be required). 
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Appendix I 

Nomenclature for appendices 

Symbols   

C
i
 Cyclized unit in the ith phase 

Cp Heat capacity of the PAG gel system [J kg
-1

 K
-1

] 

db Depth of the back wall 

dmax Depth of maximum delivered dose on depth-dose curves 

D
i
 Dead polymer chain in the ith phase.  In the aqueous phase, subscript n 

indicates the length of the chain 

D
i
i Diffusivity in the ith phase of the j

th
 species [cm

2
 min

-1
] 

eaq
-
  Hydrated electron  

f Radical efficiency  

G Gelatin  

h Heat transfer coefficient for heat transfer from the PAG to the 

surrounding environment [J cm
-2

 K
-1

 s
-1

] 

H2O  Water 

∆HR Energy released per mole of double bonds consumed 

kcond Thermal conductivity in the PAG dosimeter [J cm
-1

 K
-1

 s
-1

] 

kc  Rate constant for intermolecular cyclization reactions [M
-1

s
-1

] 

kf,jk Rate constant for chain transfer reaction of a polymer radical bearing the active 

radical on an acrylamide unit (j = 1), bisacrylamide unit (j = 2), or peroxy unit (j 

= 3) to acrylamide monomer (k = 1) or bisacrylamide monomer (k = 2) [M
-1

s
-1

] 

kf,jG Rate constant for chain transfer reaction of a polymer radical bearing the active 

radical on an acrylamide unit (j = 1), bisacrylamide unit (j = 2), or peroxy unit (j 

= 3) to gelatin [M
-1

s
-1

] 
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kini,k Rate constant for initiation reaction between primary radicals and acrylamide 

monomer (k = 1) or bisacrylamide monomer (k = 2) [M
-1

s
-1

] 

km Mass transfer coefficient [s
-1

] 

kp,jk Rate constant for propagation of a polymer radical bearing the active radical on 

an acrylamide unit (j = 1) or bisacrylamide unit (j = 2) with acrylamide 

monomer (k = 1) or bisacrylamide monomer (k = 2) [M
-1

s
-1

] 

kp,Gk Rate constant for re-initiation of a gelatin radical with acrylamide monomer (k 

= 1) or bisacrylamide monomer (k = 2) [M
-1

s
-1

] 

kt,jk Rate constant for termination reaction between a polymer radical bearing the 

active radical on an acrylamide unit (j = 1), bisacrylamide unit (j = 2), or peroxy 

unit (j = 3) and a polymer radical bearing the active radical on an acrylamide 

unit (k = 1), bisacrylamide unit (k = 2), or peroxy unit (k = 3) [M
-1

s
-1

] 

kx,j Rate constant for crosslinking reaction between an unreacted pendant double 

bond and a polymer radical bearing the active radical on an acrylamide unit (j = 

1) or bisacrylamide unit (j = 2) [M
-1

s
-1

]  

k
0

fij, k
0

pij k
0

 tij Rate constants for trasnfter to monomer, propagation and termination in 

the absence of diffusion control 

Li Growing radical in polymer phase, bearing the active radicals on an 

acrylamide unit (i = 1), bisacrylamide unit (i = 2), or peroxy (i = 3) unit. 

M1 Acrylamide monomer  

M2 Bisacrylamide monomer  

Mw,H2O Molecular weight of water [g mol
-1

 ] 

nPDE Number of pendent double bonds on a water soluble polymer chain 

(PR
●
) Primary radical in water cage 

PR
●
 Primary radical outside of water cage 

ri Rate of reaction of species i [mol L
-1

 s
-1

] 

R Gas constant (1.9872 cal mol
-1

 K
-1

) 

R2 Transverse relaxation rate [s
-1

]  

R(PR) Rate of generation of primary radicals [mol s
-1

] 
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Sj,n (short) Propagating radical of length n, bearing the active radicals on an 

acrylamide unit (i = 1), bisacrylamide unit (i = 2), or peroxy (i = 3) unit. 

&�
w,i Weight average chain length of water soluble radicals with terminal 

monomer i 

T Temperature inside the PAG system [°C] 

TS Temperature of the surrounding environment [°C] 

Vavg Average volume of a monomer unit attached to a soluble polymer chain 

X  Crosslinked unit  

x Horizontal coordinate [cm] 

w Transformed horizontal coordinate 

  

Subscripts   

n Number that indicated chain length  

1 Acrylamide  

2 Bisacrylamide  

3 Newly crosslinked unit without a neighbouring PDB (only ���) 

  

  

Superscripts   

●
 Radical species  

w Aqueous phase 

p Polymer phase 
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Greek   

Г Fraction of total delivered dose 

γ Gamma radiation  

λi,j Moments of the water soluble growing radical distribution (i=0,1,2) with 

the active radical on an acrylamide (j=1) or bisacrylamide (j=2) unit 

� Volume fraction of the reaction volume occupied by the aqueous phase 

θ Fraction of gelatin radicals that can re-initiate polymerization  

Φi Ratio of the concentration of species i in the polymer-phase over the 

concentration of the same species in the aqueous phase 

Acronyms  

AAm Acrylamide monomer  

Bis  N,N’-methylene-bisacrylamide crosslinker  

CT  Computed Tomography  

Gy Gray, unit for radiation dose ( = J/kg)  

MeV Mega-electronvolt 

MRI  Magnetic Resonance Imaging  

MV Megavolt 

NIPAM  N-isopropylacrylamide monomer  

PAG  Polyacrylamide gel  

PDB Pendant double bond  

PDBe Pendant double bond available for crosslinking 

PDE Partial differential equation 

THPC Tetrakis (hydroxymethyl) phosphonium chloride  

 


